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DUBLIN VILLAGE FROM "BOULDERSTONE" (Upper Jaffrey Road), circa 1895.
The Leffingwell Hotel (center right) burned in 1 908. The Horace Hamilton House
(center left) became the Wilcox Hotel. The building was later taken down. Some
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Bryan Hastings Term Expires 1983
Gordon Knight Term Expires 1983
Lois Reiss Term Expires 1983
Doris Haddock, Secretary Term Expires 1984
Joseph Wakeman Term Expires 1985
Daniel J. Walsh, Chairman Term Expires 1986
John J. McKenna, Selectmen's Representative Term Expires 1985
Officers Chosen by Voice Vote at Town Meeting
One Year Terms, commencing on day of Town Meeting
Measurer of Wood and Bark
Memorial Day Committee












Thomas P. Wright, Chairman





































Representatives & Town Officers Appointed by Selectmen
Term of Office is One Year, except as noted, commencing April 1, 1982
Overseef of the Poor James E. Cuddihee
Police Chief (Term Expires 1 984) Robert N. McLean
Police Officer— Full Time Albion R. Lane




School Officer Glenna Eaves
Fire Chief Michael Worcester
Deputy Fire Chiefs 1st: Brian McDonald
2nd: Frederick Woodward
Superintendent of the Cemetery Charles Pillsbury
Director of Civil Defense Brian M. Barden
Superintendent of Town Dump Clarence Babneau
Site Inspector Brian M. Barden
Deputy Town Clerk Alice F. McKenna
Deputy Tax Collector Christine Sangermano
Bookkeeper/Secretary











Town Officers Appointed by State Authorities
Dublin Members — Monadnock & Gap Mountain
Advisory Commission, DRED, State of New Hampshire
Daniel J. Walsh
Brian M. Barden
Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
1st Michael V.Walker
2nd Brian McDonald











6th Henry A. Campbell
ABSTRACT OF THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
TOWN OF DUBLIN
DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
Town meeting was held in two sessions this year. March 9, 1982 for election of officers,
March 13, 1982 for the decision of Warrant Articles and Budget.
March 9, 1982, Town Hall, Dubhn, N. H. Polls opened 10:00 A.M. closed at 7:00 P.M. Act-
ing Moderator: Clinton B. Yeomans, presiding. Results were as follows:
Article 1: Officers elected: One Year Terms: Treasurer — Nellie A. Crossley; Highway
Agent — Clarence Babneau; Member Planning Board — W. Bryan Hastings, Jr.; Selectman
— Theresa A. Hastings; Contoocook Valley School District Moderator — Harvey Chandler.
Two Year Terms: Town Moderator — C. Robertson Trowbridge. Three Year Terms: Select-
man — John J. McKenna; Trustee of Trust Funds — No Candiate; Water Commissioner —
Brian M. Barden; Library Trustee — Nellie A. Crossley; Member Cemetery Committee —
Glen H. Scribner; Town Clerk-Tax Collector — Anita J. Crowell; Two (2) Members Budget
Committee — W. Bryan Hastings, Jr. and Linda L. VanWyk; Two (2) Members Recreation
Committee — Frona Avery and Judith A. Knapp; Five Year Terms: Member Board of Adjust-
ment — William A. Barker; Six (6) Year Terms: Supervisor of the Checklist — Lucille A.
McDonald.
Article lA: "Shall we adopt the provision of RSA 72:43f for the adjusted elderly exemptions
from Property Tax? These statutes provide for the following exemptions, based on assessed
value, for qualified taxpayers; for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $10,000.00; for a
person 75 years of age up to 80 years $15,000.00; for a person 80 years of age or older
$20,000.00. To qualify, the person must have been a N. H. Resident for at least 5 years; own
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse, they must have
been married for at least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of less than
$10,000.00 or if married a combined net income of less than $12,000.00 and own net assets of
$30,000.00 or less, excluding the value of the person's residence." Passed by ballot 260 Yes, 66
No. Adjourned at 10:07 P.M. to March 13, 1982, 10:00 A.M. at the Dublin ConsoUdated
School to take action on remaining Articles in Town Warrant.
March 13, 1982, Meeting called to order 10:00 A.M. C. Robertson Trowbridge, Moderator,
presiding:
Article 2: Officers chosen by voice vote: Measurer of Wood and Bark — Clarence Babneau;
Memorial Day Committee — Brian Barden, Robert Blanchette and Daniel Walsh.
Article 3: Moved that Reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, be accepted as printed.
Carried.
Article 4: Moved that the Town accept certain Trust Funds as follows:
Herman W. Aldrich Lot $100.00 Carried.
Article 5: Moved that the Town vote to collect taxes semi-annually, for the tax year com-
mencing with April 1, 1982, and for every year thereafter in accordance with the provisions of
RSA 76:15 a and b, or take any action thereto. Carried.
Article 6: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $3,121 .00, (three thousand
one hundred and twenty-one dollars) to support the services of the Monadnock Community
Visiting Nurse Association, Inc. Carried.
Article 7: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $649.00, (sue hundred
forty-nine dollars), to support the service of the Monadnock Family Mental Health Services.
Carried.
Article 8. Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $1,848.00, (one thousand
eight hundred forty-eight dollars) for a new mobile radio for the Police Department. Carried.
Article 9: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $3,152.00, (Three thou-
sand, one hundred fifty-two dollars) for a copy machine for the use of Town Officials. Car-
ried.
Article 10: Moved to Pass Over this Article. Carried. (The Dublin Community Foundation
donated $1,000.00 to the Library for the purchase of a movie projector)
Article 11: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $6,000.00, (Six thousand
dollars) for a 5. 1 cubic yard "Swenson" Truck Body-Type Sand Spreader for the Highway De-
partment. Carried.
Article 12: Moved that the Town authorize the purchase of a used emergency rescue vehicle
and authorize the withdrawal of $7,5(X). (Seven thousand five hundred dollars) from the Fire
Equipment Capital Reserve Account for such purchase. Amended as follows: Moved that con-
sideration of Article 12 be tabled, that a committee of 5 townspeople, plus one selectman and
one EMT be appointed by the Moderator to study the acquisition, equiping, storage, etc. of a
rescue vehicle and report back to this body with its findings and recommendations at the 1983
meeting. This amendment was defeated and the original motion carried 126 Yes to 30 No.
Article 13: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $2,4(X).(X) (Two thousand
four hundred dollars) for the purchase and installation of an air compressor to power the fire
siren. Carried.
Article 14: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $1,925.00 (One thousand
nine hundred twenty-five dollars) to scrape, repair and paint the flag pole in the oval. Carried
by standing vote 71 Yes to 54 No.
Article 15: (Amended by Selectmen) Moved that the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,(XX).(X) (Eight thousand dollars), to enter into a contract to remove soil from the
banks adjacent to the present Landfill, to have test borings made, if necessary,'and to perform
testing for water quality as determined by the State Bureau of Solid Waste Management, there-
by extending the Dublin Landfill, provided that, after testing, the commitment from the
Bureau of Solid Waste Management would extend the useful life of the Landfill by one year or
more. Carried.
Article 16: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.(X), (Two thousand
five hundred dollars), for repairs to the Library roof. Carried.
Article 17: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $5,(XX).00, (Five thousand
dollars) to be placed in the Bridge Capital Reserve Account for Bridge RepaitxirX^onstruction.
Failed.
(A general poll was taken to see which of the following plans the Selectmen should pursue— 1
.
Request plans for New Bridges with State and Federal Aid, 2. Reconstruct present Bridges, 3.
Maintain bridges at the present posted 6 ton limit. The feeling was that they should pursue #2.)
Article 18: Moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum of $17,(XX).00, (Seventeen
thousand dollars) for Capital Reserve, to be allocated against Capital Reserve accounts as fol-
lows: Police Cruiser $3,000.00, Heavy Highway Equipment $7,000.00, Fire Equipment
$5,000.00, Cemetery $2,000.00. A motion to Divide the question, Failed. Original Motion also
Failed.
Article 19: Moved that the Town authorize the withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Shar-
ing Fund for the use as an offset agziinst budgeted appropriations for the following specific
purposes and in amounts indicated herewith:
Article 16— Repair of Library Roof $1 ,000.00
Article 1 1 — Highway Sander 6,000.00
Article 8 — Police Radio 1 ,848.00
Article 9— Copy Machine 3 , 1 52.00
$12,000.00
Carried.
Article 20: Moved that the Town adopt as a guide for the year 1982, "The Town Employees'
Wage Sceile Report". Carried.
Article 21 : Moved that the Town accept the Budget submitted by the Budget Committee and
raise and appropriate the funds identified therein.
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A motion to delete $150.00 for the Monadnock Region Association, Failed.
A motion to increase the Town Maintenance Line 23 by $240.00, Carried.
A motion to increase the Library Line 49 by $195.00. Carried.
Article 14 — Flag Pole repair $1,925.00 Carried.
Hospitals and Ambulances was amended to read $5,445.00.
59 Interest Expense — Tax Anticipation Notes was amended to read $12,000.
Line 82 Sanitary Landfill Conversion was amended to read $8,000.
Budget as amended Carried. Total Appropriations $390,791.
Article 22: Moved that the Town vote to indemnify and save harmless from personal finan-
cial loss and expense (including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any) any present or future
member of the Board of Selectmen, any present or future member of any Town Board or
Agency, and any present or future employee of the Town, arising out of any claim, demand,
suit or judgment by reason of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person
or accidental damage to or destruction of property if the indemnified person at the time of the
accident resulting in the injury, damage, or destruction was acting in the scope of his employ-
ment or office. Carried.
Article 23. Moved that the Town accept the architectural Drawings (C- 1/2 1/82) for the
rehabilitation of the town hall. Carried.
Article 24. Moved that the Town vote to expand the $150,000.00 State required tax exemp-
tion on private school dormitories, dining rooms and kitchens, in order to exempt the full value
to these structures at both the Dublin School and the Dublin Christian Academy. An amend-
ment to expand this to $250,000.00. Failed. It was amended that the Dublin Christian
Academy and Dublin School be granted continued full exemption of the stated buildings in the
warrant article. Article as amended carried.
Article 25: Moved that the Town rescind the vote passed at the Town Meeting held on March
14, 1981 , which required the ratio of de-icing salt to sand used on Town roads to be as close to
one-to-twenty as is possible, thus leaving the ratio of salt to sand to the discretion of the Road
Agent, who will be governed by the road conditions, the safety of the citizens and preservation
and protection of vegetation and lakes and streams. Failed.
Article 26: Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to sell approximately 1 Vi (one and
one-half) acres of adjoining conservation land (Map 5-43) to include no lake frontage to
Robert F. and Caryl A. Carroll (Map 5-42) at a fair market value, to be determined by the
Town Appraiser, plus costs with final Platte approval by the Planning Board. Carried.
Article 27: Moved that the Town vote to continue limited Summer Maintenance from April
15 to November 30 and the posting of Road Closed Signs from December 1 , to April 14 on Old
Troy Road from the turn around at "Weldwood" westerly to the Dublin-Marlborough Town
Line to provide seasonal access to Mountain trails, to those properties and summer cottages
now in existance on this road and access for emergency vehicles. Amended to include: provided
that the Town of Dublin arrange with Marlborough to provide year-around access to the
Stowell property not to exceed $500.00. Motion as amended carried.
Article 28: Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes. Carried.
Article 29: Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to administer and dispose of any
Real Estate acquired by tax deed. Carried.
Article 30: Moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to accept and expend
on behalf of the Town, or any Department thereof, any and all grants or other funds for Muni-
cipal purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming, over and above the total appropri-
ation voted by the Town, in accordance with RSA 31:95b. Carried.
An un-official Ballot was taken on the following:
Shall the citizens of Dublin ask members of the New Hampshire congressional delegation to
support or co-sponsor a resolution in the United States Congress to: Request the President of
8
the United States to propose to the Soviet Union that the United States and the Soviet Union
adopt a mutual freeze of the testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons and of
missiles and new aircraft designed primarily to deliver nuclear weapons with verification safe-
guards satisfactory to both countries? 83 Yes 29 No.





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants and voters of the Town of Dublin qualified to vote in Town Affairs: You
are hereby notified that the Polls will be open at the Town Hall from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
on Tuesday, March 8, 1983, to ballot for Town Officers (Article I) and Proposed Amendments
to Zoning Ordinance and Land Use Regulations (Article II). Pursuant to the authority of RSA
39:2-a and the vote of the Town on March 13, 1979, all business, other than ballot questions,
will be recessed until March 12, 1983 at 10:00 A.M. at the Dublin Consolidated School to act
upon the following: (Except Articles I and II)
ARTICLE 1
To ballot for the following officers:
One Year Terms
Town Treasurer, Highway Agent, Moderator Conval School District, One (1) Member Plan-
ning Board, One (1) Member Budget Committee.
Three Year Terms
One (1) Selectman, One (1) Trustee of Trust Funds, One (1) Water Commissioner, One (1)
Library Trustee, One (1) Member of Cemetery Committee, Two (2) Members of Budget Com-
mittee, Two (2) Members of the Recreation Committee, Two (2) Members Planning Board,
One (1) School Board Member Conval School District.
ARTICLE 2
Proposed Amendments to Zoning Ordinance and Land Use Regulations
Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendments as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town Zoning Ordinance as follows:
1. Article III, General Provisions, which clarifies requirements for parking space, permits a
four square foot sign for home occupations, and maintains a residential exterior appearance to
the dwelling, and deletes outdated material? (By Ballot)
Yes No
2. Article VII Nonconforming Uses which clarifies the article and allows the Board of Ad-
justment to enlarge or expand up to twenty (20) percent a nonconforming use and to change a
nonconforming use to another use equally or more appropriate to the zoning district? (By
Ballot)
Yes No
3. Article VIII Table of Use Regulations which allows one use on one lot. Also Article X
Board of Adjustment which clarifies those uses that require a special exception such as kennels,
veterinary hospitals, hotels, motels or inns, and restaurants may only be located on a State or
publicly approved Town road. Article XVI Definitions. Frontage shall be the length of the lot
bordering a publicly approved road? (By Ballot)
Yes No
ARTICLE 3
To choose all necessary Town Officers.
ARTICLE 4
To hear the Reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, heretofore chosen, and to pass any
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5
To see if the Town will vote to accept certain Trust Funds, as follows:
Herbert & Isabel Pratt Lot $200.00
ARTICLE 6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,493.44 (three thousand
four hundred ninety-three dollars and forty-four cents) for the Monadnock Community
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Visiting Nurse Association to support the continuance of Health Services now being provided
through an agreement with Home Health Care and Community Services, Inc. This local re-
quest for financial support is based on a $2.88 (two dollars and eighty-eight cent) per capita
formula. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 7
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $649.(X) (six hundred and
forty nine dollars) to support the services of the Monadnock Family Health Services. This local
request for flnancial support is based on a $0.50 (fifty cent) per capita formula. (Recommend-
ed by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 8
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,0(X).(X) (one thousand dollars) for
the Cemetery enlargement project and authorize the withdrawal of the $1,0(X).(X) (one thou-
sand doUars) from the Cemetery Capital Reserve Fund, or take any action relating thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,000.(X) (twenty-three
thousand dollars) for the construction of a sidewalk from the existing sidewalk to the Women's
Club beach and authorize the withdrawal of $7,424. (X) (seven thousand four hundred twenty-
four dollars) from the Sidewalk Capital Reserve Fund to be applied toward this project, or take
any other action relating thereto. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,050.00 (one thousand fif-
ty dollars) for a new radio for the Fire Department Rescue Truck or take any other action
thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 11
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,5(X).(X) (six thousand five
hundred dollars) for a truck body-type sand spreader for the Highway Department or take any
other action thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 12
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $8,589.00 (eight thousand five hun-
dred eighty-nine dollars) for the purchase of a new Police Cruiser, of which $2,5(X).(X) (twenty-
five hundred dollars) would be raised by taxation and the remaining $6,089. (X) (six thousand
eighty-nine dollars) to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Cruiser account, or take any
other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $750.00 (seven hundred fifty
dollars) for new draperies for the Library or take any other action relating thereto. (Not recom-
mended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14
To see if the Town will vote to accept and expend the sum of $55,(XX).00 (fifty-five thousand
dollars) together with any other private donations, accrued interest, and monies from the sale
of merchandise and maps in order to rehabilitate the Town Hall or take any other action
relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15
To see if the Town will vote to borrow a sum of money not to exceed $30,000.00 (thirty thou-
sand dollars) for the rehabilitation of the Town Hall and to pay the 1983 interest charges on the
notes and to authorize the Selectmen and Town Treasurer to issue, in the name of, and on the
credit of, the Town, negotiable notes therefor, said notes to be paid over a term of three (3)
years or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 16
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $975.00 (nine hundred seventy-five
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dollars) to refinish the Library floors or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 17
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1 ,700.00 (one thousand seven hun-
dred dollars) to pay for specified training drills for the Firemen or take any other action
relating thereto. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $5,050.(X) (five thousand fifty
dollars) for the repair of the pump and lines and the purchase of two new fenders for the 8M3
Fire truck or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 19
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $4,725.00 (four thousand seven
hundred twenty-five dollars) for the purchase of breathing apparatus equipment for the
Firemen or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $3,6(X).00 (three thousand six hun-
dred dollars) to complete the railing and parking area project adjacent to Library and Town
Hall or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 21
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 (four thousand
dollars) for the purchase and installation of a new fiberglass flagpole fdr the oval, or take any
other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22
To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000.(X) (eight thousand dollars)
for excavation to expand the present landfill site or take any other action relating thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 23
To see if the Town will vote to have the Appraisal Division of the Department of Revenue
Administration conduct a complete revaluation of all Real Estate and Taxable property in the
Town of Dublin starting in 1984 or thereafter, and to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 (five
thousand dollars) to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for that purpose or take any other ac-
tion relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 24
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 (fifteen thousand
dollars) for Capital Reserve, to be allocated against Capital Reserve accounts, as follows:
Capital Reserve Account Amount
Landfill Conversion $8,000.00
Heavy Highway Equipment $7,000.00
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 25
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00 (three hundred
dollars) for the support of the Grand Monadnock Arts Council, or take any other action
relating thereto. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 26
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300.00 (three hundred
dollars) for the support of the Monadnock Community Day Care Center, a non-profit agency,
or take any other action relating thereto. (By petition) (Not recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee)
ARTICLE 27
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the Federal Revenue Sharing
Fund for use as an offset against budget appropriation for the following specific purposes and






Rescue Truck Radio 10 1,050.00
Police Cruiser 12 2,500.00
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 28
To see if the Town will vote to accept the Budget submitted by the Budget Committee and to
see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate in relation thereto. (Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 29
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to administer and dispose of any Real
Estate acquired by tax deed, or take any other action relating thereto.
ARTICLE 30
To see if the Town will vote to go on record in support of immediate actions by the Federal
Government to control and reduce acid rain which is harmful to the environment and economy
of Dublin, N.H. and to the health and welfare of the people of Dublin, N.H.
These actions shall include:
1. Reduce by at least half the major cause of acid rain, sulfur dioxide emissions, by the year
1990.
2. Conclude negotiations and adopt a treaty with the government of Canada that will com-
mit both nations to this same goal.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New Hampshire Congres-
sional Delegation and to the President of the United States. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 31
To see if the Town will vote to have the Selectmen appoint a Committee of 3 to 5 members to
investigate the feasibility of having a Town Manager and/or an Administrative Assistant to the
Selectmen and to report their findings and recommendations back to the Town at the 1984
March Town Meeting. (By petition)
ARTICLE 32
To see if the Town will vote to rescind the action taken at the March 12, 1963 Town Meeting
which accepted the standard State of N.H. wage scales for the employees of the town highway
dept. or take any other action relating thereto. (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 33
To see if the Town will vote to make the Highway Agent position a three (3) year term.
ARTICLE 34
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes.
ARTICLE 35
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to accept and expend on
behalf of the Town or any department thereof, any and all grants or other funds for Municipal
purposes which may now or hereafter be forth coming, over and above the total appropriation
voted by the Town in accordance with RSA 31:95b or take any action thereto.
Given under our hands and seals this 19th day of February, 1983.
James E. Cuddihee, Chairman
Theresa A. Hastings
John J. McKenna
Posted this 19th day of February, 1983 at the Town Hall, Post Office, Dublin General Store,
and Carr's Store.
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EXTRACTS FROM MUNICIPAL BUDGET ACT-RSA 32
32:4 AUTHORITY OF BUDGET COMMITTEE. In any town which has adopted the provi-
sions of the municipal budget law, in addition to its other duties hereunder, the budget com-
mittee shall prepare a budget for any village district or precinct wholly within the boundaries of
said town. The limitations upon town appropriations, provided by this chapter, shall apply to
appropriations for said districts or precincts and the commissioners of any such district or
precinct shall be subject to the provisions of this chapter as other spending agencies of said
town. In case of sudden and unexpected emergency the commissioners may apply to the
Department of Revenue Administration for a certificate of emergency, as selectmen may do in
the case of a town.
32:5 PREPARATION OF BUDGETS. Selectmen, school boards, village district commis-
sioners, all governmental officers, and department heads, including officers of such self sus-
taining departments as water, sewer, and electric departments shall prepare a statement of
estimated expenses and receipts for the ensuing fiscal year and submit the same to the budget
committee at such time as the budget committee shall fix. Department heads and other officers
shall submit their departmental statements of estimated expenditures and receipts to their
respective governing boards before submission thereof to the budget committee. All moneys
appropriated by the town, school district or village district shall be stipulated in the budget on a
"gross" basis, showing revenues from all sources, including grants, gifts, bequests and bond
issues, as offsetting revenues to appropriations affected. Upon receipt of the foregoing
estimates of expenditures and receipts, the budget committee shall confer with selectmen,
school boards, village district commissioners, and other officers and departments relative to
estimated costs, revenues anticipated, and services performed; and it shall be the duty of all
such officers and other persons to furnish such pertinent information to the budget committee.
The budget committee shall thereafter prepare budgets according to rules which shall be
adopted by the commissioner of revenue administration, pursuant to RSA 541-A, relative to
the required forms and information to be submitted for town expenditures, school district ex-
penditures and village district expenditures. Such budgetforms shall include a separate column
which indicates the recommended budget of the selectmen, school board or village district
commissioners. It shall hold at least one public hearing on each budget, not later than 25 days
before each annual or special meeting, public notice, and time of which shall be given at least 7
days in advance. After the public hearing, the budget committee shall prepare and submit to
the selectmen, at least 20 days before the annual town meeting, for them to post with the town
warrant, 2 copies of the budget prepared for the town, and 2 copies of other special items for
purposes not included within the budget but which were requested by the selectmen, or by peti-
tion, and which the committee does not wish to recommend, but upon which the voters at the
town meeting are hereby entitled to vote. It shall likewise prepare and submit to the school
board, or village district commissioners, at least 20 days before said annual meetings for
posting by the school board or the village district commissioners with the warrants for their
respective meetings, 2 copies of a school district or village district budget to be acted upon at
the school village district annual meetings, and 2 copies of other special items for purposes not
included within the budget but which were requested by the members of the school board or
village district commissioners, or by petition, and which the committee does not wish to recom-
mend, but upon which the voters at the school board or village district meeting are hereby en-
titled to vote. The budget committee shall not insert additional purposes of expenditures in any
recommended budget at or after the public hearings required in this section, without first
holding one or more public hearings on supplemental budget requests for town, school district
or village district expenditures.
32:8 LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS. So long as the provisions of this chapter shall
remain in force in any town the total amount appropriated at any annual meeting shall not ex-
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ceed by more than ten percent the total amount specified in the budget for said meeting, and no
appropriation shall be made for any purpose not included in said budget or in the warrant for
the annual meeting. Money may be raised and appropriated for such items, but not to an
amount which would increase the total appropriations, as recommended by the budget com-
mittee, by more than the ten percent allowed hereunder. The ten percent increase herein
allowable above the total amount specified in the budget for said meeting shall be computed on
the total amount recommended less that part of any appropriation item which constitutes fixed
charges. Fixed charges shall include appropriations for:
I. Bonds, and all interest and principal payments thereon;
II. Notes, except tax anticipation notes, and all interest and principal payments thereon;
III. Mandatory assessments imposed on towns, by the county, state or federal governments.
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REPORT OF THE BUDGET COMMITTEE
As of the end of 1982, the Budget Committee has met eleven times since the March 1982
Town Meeting. To comply with the Municipal Budget Law, the Committee met in May, July
and October for quarterly reviews of Town expenditures. At the July meeting, the Committee
also accepted with regret the resignations of Nancy Campbell as Committee Chairman, and
Ron LaMontagne as a committee member and elected Julien McKee Chairman, and Russell
Eaves to serve in Mr. LaMontagne's place until the March 1983 Town Meeting. Anne Biklen
was re-elected Secreteu^.
To develop the 1983 budget, the Committee began meeting with department heads on No-
vember 3rd and has met once a week, except for Thanksgiving and Christmas weeks, since that
date. As in the past, sub-committees made up of committee members assisted certain depart-
ments.
As of this writing, the Committee has met with all department heads once, has announced
and held the mandated Public Hearing on possible uses of general revenue sharing funds and is
about to start another review of the budgets. The required Public Hearing on the budget will be
January 25, 1983.
The budget will be up again this year because wages must be increased and costs continue to
rise, albeit at a lower rate than in the recent past. Budget requests are hard to cut because de-
partments and Budget Committees have been so careful and budgets so tight in previous years.
However, the Committee does find requests to question and items to eliminate or adjust down-
ward.
The Committee is also confronting three very important matters this year:
1. Resumption of payments to Capital Reserve. To keep the 1982 budget at a reasonable
level following the 28% increase in 1981 tax bills, no money was voted for capital reserve
funds in 1982.
2. Conversion of the sanitary landfill to a facility for compacting and transporting solid
waste away from the town.
3. Renovation of the interior of Town Hall.
The Committee welcomes this opportunity to thank our Secretary, Anne Biklen, for her
great work on our reports and minutes, notices and correspondence. Without her help we
could not have functioned nearly so smoothly. We also appreciate very much the help and sup-
port of our Selectmen's representative.
Anne Biklen's and Nancy Campbell's terms expire this year. The Committee is extremely
grateful to them and hopes they run again. Their service has been outstanding, their contribu-
tions to the Budget Committee and the Town enormous. The Committee also thanks Russell
Eaves for coming forward to fill our vacancy, thereby continuing a record of long and faithful
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1982
Description
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies
Parks, Commons, Playground & Misc.




























STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
Town of Dublin
As of December 31, 1982, showing Annual Maturities of
Outstanding Long Term Notes
Grand Total Outstanding Principal of Long Term Notes — $47,224.50
Original Amount
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS




Miscellaneous Supplies & Cleaning
Church Clock










$1,200.00 $1,040.00 $1,560.00 $1,560.00
600.00































240.00 500.00 600.00 600.00
$115,639.00 $107,414.54
1,000.00
$115,639.00 $106,414.54 $114,349.00 $114,349.00
$8,551.00 $ 0.00 $7,844.00 $7,844.00















$2,000.00 $2,422.77 $2,500.00 $2,250.00
2,200.00





800.00 755.00 800.00 800.00
$1,000.00 $1,104.00
30.00
$1,000.00 1,074.00 $1,200.00 $1,200.00
$8,800.00 $8,234.45 $8,300.00 $8,300.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION





Maintenance & Repair of Building
Salary of Assistant — 3rd
Salary of Assistant — 4th
Field Trips
Special Events






Total Recreation Comm. Summer Playground
Credit Reimbursement — Gifts
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
638.75
Payments to Capital Reserve
Landfill Conversion
Heavy Highway Equipment
Reassessment of Town by State





January 1, 1982-December 31, 1982





























Sale of Town Reports
Current Use Fees
Copy Machine Income






Trustees of Trust Funds:
Miscellaneous:





N.E. Telephone, Pay Phone
Fees for Bad Checks
Rebate — First Alert
Stale Date Checks
Cheshire Nat. Bk., Nat. Bank Stock Tax
W. White, Junk License
Probate Court, Rebate
Income from Savings Accounts:
Conservation Comm. Acct.
Revenue Sharing Acct.
General Fund Sav. Acct. (closed)


































Income Before Transfers $1,859,897.37
Payment Stopped Check #1657 207.00




Less Selectmen's Orders Paid 2,913,964.82
Balance in Checking Acct., 12/31/82 $ 47,233.97
Sav. Acct. Balances:




Friends of Town Hall:
CD due 1/25/83 20,000.00
Interest on CD thru 12/31/82 160.62
Savings Account 6,287.56
Peterborough Sav. Bk. Town Money Fund 50,000.00




Marriage License Fees 182.00
Filing Fees 7.00
Bad Check Fees 16.00
$54,722.50
Credits:
Paid to Treasurer $54,722.50
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REPORT ON STATUS OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS













































To the Board of Selectmen of the
Town of Dublin:
We have examined the financial statements (as indexed in the Table of
Contents) of the Town of Dublin for the year ended December 31, 1982, and the
statement of revenues, expenses and changes in fund balances - nonexpendable trust
funds for the year ended December 31, 1981. Our examination was made in accord-
ance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we consid-
ered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town of Dublin has not maintained a record of its general fixed
assets and, accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, as required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in the financial report.
In our opinion, except for the effects of the omission of a statement of
general fixed assets, the financial statements referred to above present fairly
the financial position of the Town of Dublin as of December 31, 1982, the results
of the financial transactions for the year then ended, and the nonexpendable trust
fund revenues, expenses and changes in fund balances for the year ended
December 31, 1981, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles





















Deposits held in escrow
Due from other funds
Due from state
AMOUNT TO BE PROVIDED FOR RETIREMENT







COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES -
ALL GOVERNMENTAL AND FIDUCIARY FUND TYPES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1982
Total expenditures 402,736




Operating transfers in 20,063
Operating transfers out -
Total other financing
sources (uses) 20,063
EXCESS OF REVENUES AND OTHER
SOURCES OVER (UNDER) EXPEN-
DITURES AND OTHER USES 23,371
TOWN OF DUBLIN
STATEMENTS OF REVENUES. EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES -
NONEXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1982 AND 1981
1982 1981
REVENUES:
Investment Income $ 16,257 $ 15,091
Capital gains distributions 433 224
Cemetery perpetual care - 200
Other 634 -
Total revenues 17,324 15,515
EXPENSES:







Dublin Fire Company (Brenning)
Loss on sale of securities
Other
Total expenses 11,004 11,065
EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES 6,320 4,450
FUND BALANCES, January 1 177,191 172,741
FUND BALANCES, December 31 $ 183,511 $177,191
The accompanying notes to financial statements





NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31. 1982
1. Summary of significant accounting policies :
The accounting policies of the Town of Dublin conform to generally
accepted accounting principles for local governmental units, except as indicated
hereinafter. The following is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of accounting - The accrual basis is used for all fiduciary funds.
Governmental funds utilize the modified accrual basis whereby revenues are recorded
when measurable and available. Expenditures are recorded when the liability is
incurred fioonqib ciftflM
General fixed assets - Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general
government services are recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expenditure.
Funds used to acquire general fixed assets and/or debt service payments on borrow-
ings in connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year payments
are made. This is contrary to generally accepted accounting principles which
require that general fixed assets be capitalized and accounted for in a separate
fixed asset group of accounts.
Investments - Investments are stated at cost.
Continuing appropriations - Appropriations for certain projects and specific
items not fully expended at year end are carried forward as continuing appropria-
tions to the next year in which they supplement the appropriations of that year. At
year end, continuing appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance and
are detailed as follows:
Highway subsidy bridge construction $8,551
Radio and radio update 555
$9.106
Taxes collected for others - The Town collects taxes for ConVal Regional
School District and Cheshire County which are remitted to them as required by law.
These funds are accounted for as agency funds.
Interfund transactions - During the course of normal operations, the Town has
numerous transactions Between funds including expenditures and transfers of
resources to provide services and service debt. The accompanying governmental and
fiduciary funds financial statements reflect such transactions as transfers.
Property taxes - Annually, the Town establishes an amount for abatements,
discounts and refunds of property and resident tax revenues known as overlay. All
abatements, discounts and refunds are charged to overlay. Overlay is included under
the classification of general government in the financial statements.
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TOWN OF DUBLIN
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1982
1. Summary of significant accounting policies (continued) :
As prescribed by law, the tax collector sells at tax sale all uncollected
property taxes in the following year after taxes are due, where applicable. The
purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien on these properties and accrues
interest at 18% per annum. Delinquent taxpayers must redeem property from tax sale
purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least undi-
vided interest in the property for payment of taxes and related costs due. If
property is not redeemed within the three-year redemption period, the property is
tax-deeded to the lien holder.
Retirement system - The Town provides for pension benefits to substantially
all full-time employees through a contributory system under New Hampshire law. The
law prescribes the formula for computing pension benefits and presently does not
permit advance funding of pension liabilities. Pension benefits are paid from Town
funding and employee contributions based on date of entry. Pension expense for the
year ended June 30, 1982, the latest year end of the New Hampshire retirement
system, was $4,318. There is no unfunded past service liability and the value of
vested benefits has not been determined. The date of the last actuarial report on
the New Hampshire retirement system is June 30, 1979.
2. Purpose of funds and account groups :
The Town reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply
with the limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available to
the Town and the services provided. Individual funds and account groups summarized
in the accompanying financial statements are classified as follows:
Memorandum totals represent the arithmetic sum of the different fund
reported upon and not any specific fund or account group.
A. Governmental funds -
These funds are intended to provide recurring general
services. They are controlled by a budget approved by the
voters.
General fund - Used to account for all revenues and expen-
ditures which are not accounted for in other funds or account
groups.
Special revenue funds - Used to account for specific
restricted revenues and expenditures for various purposes.
Federal revenue sharing receipts and expenditures are
governed by the provisions of the federal revenue sharing
regulations. Other receipts and expenditures are governed by
statistics or local law.
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TOWN OF DUBLIN
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1982
2. Purpose of funds and account groups (continued) :
B. Fiduciary funds -
Trust and agency funds - These funds are used to account
Tor assets held By the Town in a fiduciary capacity for
various purposes, including cemetery operations and taxes
collected for other governmental units. Receipts and expen-
ditures of each fund are governed by statutes or local law.
3. Budget :
The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by
annual or special Town meetings. The selectmen may transfer funds between operating
categories as they deem necessary.
4. Long-term debt :
Long-term debt, all payable to banks, representing unsecured general obli-
gations of the Town at December 31, 1982 and 1981, consisted of the following:
TOWN OF DUBLIN
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1982
5. Nonexpendable trust funds :
The principal amount of all nonexpendable funds are restricted either by
law or specific terms of individual bequests, in that only income earned thereon may
be expended. Principal and income balances at December 31, 1982 are as follows:
Principal Income Total
Common funds $130,955 $ 1,722 $132,677
Library building fund 10,720 7,005 17,725
Accumulated income fund - 33,109 33,109
$141,675 $41,836 $ 183,511
6. Expendable trust funds :
Expendable trust funds (capital reserve funds) at December 31, 1982 are
detailed as follows:








7. Special revenue fund balances :
Special revenue fund balances at December 31, 1982 consisted of:
Revenue sharing fund $ 4,856




Town of DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Annual Report
The downturn in the economy is reflected in the work of the Board for 1982. The number of
subdivisions and land adjustments, although fewer than last year, made up the majority of the
Board's work.
Subdivisions requested and their results were:
Patricia & Michael Walker
Norman Davis Boulder Drive
Route 137







Norman Davis Route 137
2 lots
RECREATION COMMITTEE ANNUAL REPORT
The Recreation Committee concentrated its activities on the youth of the town this year as in
the past. We also have made it our goal to extend the activities of the Committee to reach the
interests of the "non-youth" of the town this year.
Gary Steinbach returned as coach of the PeeWee team this year, while Willard Oja took on
the job of coaching the Little League team. Both coaches were very proud of their respective
team results and the active participation of team parents. At the end of the season this year an
appreciation barbeque and parent/child game was held at the ballfield.
Once again the Summer Program was a success, and as in the past, the credit goes to Dee
Fontaine and her staff (Ted MacVeagh, Debbie White, Laura Murray, and Cheryl and Lynda
Path) as well as to those members of the community who so generously contributed their time
and resources to this effort.
The Recreation Committee also participated in the Town Hall Celebration by running games
for children behind the Library. There were egg tosses, balloon tosses, sack races, etc. and the
children were rewarded for their efforts by receiving green Dublin visors.
In the fall we had our annual Halloween Party. This year we had two parties; one for the
younger children featuring George the Clown, the Costume Parade and refreshments, and one
for the older children which featured a showing of "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" and a
pizza party at intermission.






REPORT OF HEALTH OFFICER
The coordination of State approved septic systems to determine whether they meet the more
demanding Town standards continues to be the bulk of the work required of the Health Of-
ficer. The replacement of existing septic systems by homeowners is of concern to ensure that
ground water systems remain unpolluted as well as our lakes and streams.
Tests of surface water in the area of the landfill were taken during October, 1982 and a series
of tests will be continued during 1983 to identify and evaluate the possible movement of leach-
ate from our present landfill into Brush Brook. As a member of the Dublin Solid Waste Man-
agement Committee, close coordination of testing and reporting of results will assist in the
planning process and recommendations concerning the landfill.





CONVAL SCHOOL BOARD REPORT
This year has been a year of re-organization and belt-tightening for the Conval School Dis-
trict. Our goal has been to re-organize in order to cut costs without hurting the quality of our
children's education. We hope that we have achieved our goal through the re-organizational
changes already formulated by our administrators and recently approved by the School Board,
and that we shall continue to achieve it with some further changes.
Warpula Bus Co. started transporting Conval students this fall. They have given us excep-
tional service to date. The busses are on time, discipline is enforced, and the company has gone
out of their way to be co-operative and helpful, Warpula leases the busses from the Conval
District on a lease-purchase agreement saving the District a substantial amount of money.
The Community Education program was very successful last year and it was self-supporting.
I feel that it is a meaningful addition to our community and I hope that it continues to be suc-
cessful.
Conval High School has a new principal, Carl Britton, and a new Assistant Principal, Ron
Pacy. Both are doing an excellent job. Moe LeFlem is the new Assistant Principal at Peter-
borough Middle School and he is also doing an excellent job.
The Dublin Consolidated School has a population of seventy-five students this year, in-
cluding twelve children in the emotionally handicapped classroom. Of the later, five are main-
streamed most of the day in other classrooms. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
our staff for their hard work and especially for their "caring" for all of our children. We are
fortunate to have such fine people working in our school.
In January 1982, the School Board initiated a policy of special recognition of staff members
who have performed "above and beyond" their job. These employees may be nominated by
another staff member, a parent, or a student. Two Dublin Consolidated teachers received rec-
ognition for their work on The Health Curriculum, Dick Dunning and Char Forsten. This rec-
ognition was well deserved by both teachers.
There was one major piece of maintenance at the Consolidated School this year. Three steam
valves were replaced on the heating system as the old ones were no longer functional.
The District budget for 1983-84 will be presented in a different and, hopefully, more easily
understood format. Please let me have your comments on that and any other concerns that you
have about the schools.
Respectfully submitted,
Story Wright




REPORT OF THE DUBLIN ROUTE 101 BYPASS SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE PLANNING BOARD
As the year 1981 ended, the Subcommittee had written to the members of the Monadnock
Region Legislative Delegation, taking sharp exception to a request from Mr. Daniel Burnham,
"Secretary to the Coalition" (The Selectmen of Harrisville, The Monadnock Sierra Club
Group, H.O.P.E., and PAC) that the delegation endorse a Resolution calling for the Highway
Department to cease all planning for a bypass around Dublin. The Subcommittee was assured
that the Delegation would take no such action.
Shortly thereafter, Mr. Burnham tried again to persuade the Delegation to adopt his "No
Build" view by forwarding copies of the so-called "Adler Report", written by Dr. Thomas J.
Adler of Dartmouth. Dr. Adler, hired by H.O.P.E., had analyzed the traffic problem in Dub-
lin and had come to the conclusion that the present Route 101 was adequate for traffic pro-
jected through the year 2,000. He felt that it could handle 2,000 vehicles per hour and projected
1,000 per hour only at peak periods.
Again the Subcommittee wrote the members of the Delegation, noting that "Safety is, of
course, a major concern, not only for Dublin residents but also for the motoring public which
travels this road through the Monadnock Region. But 7,000 trucks and cars a day — 1,000 per
hour at peak periods — as projected by Mr. Adler would, we believe, bring catastrophic
change to Dublin village and the shores of Dublin Lake". The letter also summarized again the
three official Dublin Town Meetings votes for a bypass, and specifically Corridor B3.
In 1981 the opponents of the B3 corridor had proposed an extension of the boundaries of
Historic Harrisville, from Harrisville village to the Dublin-Harrisville town line. This was such
an obvious attempt to block consideration of Corridor B3, and based on such flimsy, after-the-
fact reasoning, that objections raised caused the application to be withdrawn.
However, in early 1982, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Daniel Burnham, a Harrisville
Rural District Committee was formed which drew up a new proposal to place 1 ,400 acres of
Harrisville woods in a "Rural District", and the committee requested a ruling on "eligibility"
for Hsting in The National Register of Historic Places. The 1 ,400 acres just coincidentally neat-
ly cover the greater portion of that part of the B3 Corridor which lies on the Harrisville side of
the Dublin-Harrisville line. On July 26, officials of the National Register ruled that this "Rural
District" would be "eligible" for listing if an application were made. The basis for eligibility
lies in six houses remaining out of fourteen, abandoned cellar holes, and surrounding woods,
formerly farms, inhabited in the 1800s by workers at the Harrisville Mills. This was a disap-
pointing ruling, and, to many, seemingly very far-fetched considering the number of cellar
holes in New Hampshire, but in any event it does not necessarily block all consideration of
Corridor B3 through the new District. Nevertheless, the Subcommittee went on record with the
appropriate Federal officials in opposition to the National Register's decision.
Mr. Burnham, however, on August 16, wrote the Selectmen, the Planning Board, the Con-
servation Commission, the Bypass Subcommittee and a list of Dublin residents, stating that
"The B3 Corridor through Harrisville has been effectively blocked", and he warned that a by-
pass next to Mount Monadnock, in the G Modified Corridor, was the likely choice, if any by-
pass was to be built. The Subcommittee immediately replied that his statement was incorrect,
that his letter appeared to be another attempt on his part to divide the Town, using scare tactics
to promote his "No Build" opinion.
Throughout the year the Subcommittee has carefully followed the various reports and letters
in the press and on the radio, and has kept in touch with the Dept. of Public Works and High-
ways so that we could answer questions from those wishing to know the status of the project,
delayed to such an extent by the complexity of the situation and the number of regulations re-
quired to be met. Members of the Subcommittee attended a forum at the Harris Center on Oc-
tober 24 at which candidates for Governor's Council for District 2, which includes Harrisville,
and District 5, which includes Dublin, spoke on environmental matters, specifically the Dublin
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Route 101 bypass. We noted Mr. Streeter's statement that his mail was running 3-1 to 5-1 in
favor of "doing something about the terrible condition around the lake and through the
village". This tended to confirm our feeling that the opinion in Dublin in favor of a bypass had
not changed, despite opponents' claims to the contrary.
The draft EIS (Environmental Impact Statement), a 650 page analysis including many maps,
charts and summaries, was finally issued on October 12, 1982. At the same time the Highway
Dept. announced that the Corridor Hearing would take place on November 18 and 19. In their
on-going effort to stop the bypass planning process, the No East-West Highway Committee
Inc., Historic Harrisville Inc., and Mr. Daniel Burnham filed in the U. S. District Court in
Concord, requesting a preliminary and permanent injunction to prevent the Corridor Hearing
from taking place, and to halt the collection of comments from State and Federal agencies on
the EIS. The basis for their suit was that the EIS was inaccurate and should be corrected before
any such Hearing was held. The Subcommittee attended when the case came up and was grat-
ified when the judge ruled against them, noting that the Corridor Hearing was the logical place
for complaints about the EIS to be brought forth, and was, in fact, required by law for just
that purpose.
In preparation for the Corridor Hearing, the Highway Dept. sent representatives to DubUn
on October 25 and 26 to answer any questions citizens might have on the whole bypass issue.
On November 3, the Subcommittee held a meeting for Dublin Department Heads to go over
what had been learned from the October 25 and 26 visit, and specifically to explain the pro-
cedure which would be used in running the Corridor Hearing.
The long-awaited Corridor Hearing was held at the Peterborough Armory on November 18,
starting at 2:00 p.m., and continuing with a two hour break for supper until 11:00 p.m. Each
person wishing to speak was allotted five minutes. Because of the number of speakers, the
Hearing was reconvened at 1:00 p.m. on November 19 and concluded at 5:00 p.m.
Mr. Whitney spoke both days for the Subcommittee, briefly noting the history of the
Subcommittee, appointed by the Planning Board on August 25, 1978, and listing the work that
had been done since that time, culminating in the conclusion that a bypass was essential to han-
dle the increasing traffic projected during the next ten to fifteen years through Dublin, that the
"No Build" and "Reconstruction" alternatives were not viable options, and that Corridor B3
would answer the need and do the least harm to the fewest number of people in both Harrisville
and DubHn.
The Subcommittee was gratified that, according to the Sentinel's headHne on November 19
"Most Speakers at Hearing Favor B-3 Bypass Route". We were also encouraged by the edi-
torial in the Peterborough Transcript of November 18 entitled "Everybody's Business", which
made the point which the Subcommittee has so often stressed — that the traffic through Dub-
lin is a regional problem — not a fight between Dublin and Harrisville. The editorial said that
regardless of the feelings of opposing groups in the two towns "... Route 101 is connected to
the rest of the world on both ends". We were glad when, early in the year, the Keene Chamber
of Commerce went on record as favoring some bypass, and we felt that the regional nature of
the problem was really taking hold when on Election Day, November 2, over six hundred
Peterborough voters signed a petition in favor of a bypass, specifically B3.
As this Report is being written, the Subcommittee's comments on the Draft EIS are being
prepared, to be submitted by the January 17 deadline. We have found some errors and omis-
sions, and we will note them, which is what the Highway Dept. requests and wants, and is the
reason a "draft" is issued in the first place. By and large, we believe the Statement to be well-
organized, detailed and thorough. Now we wait to see what the Highway Department's deci-
sion will be, promised by summer of 1983, and hope that 1983 will see an end to the bitterness
which has enveloped this controversy.
Respectfully submitted, Gordon R. Knight
Paul F. Biklen Edward F. Whitney, Chairman
Judson D. Hale -^
REPORT OF THE SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
'The Solid Waste Committee's activities during 1982 addressed several items relating to the
continuation of our landfill for an intermediate time period and until a long term solution is
implemented. Specifications were drawn and excavation work contracted and completed which
added an approximate 12-18 months of landfill life. In accordance with State Pollution Con-
trol Board Directives, water test sites were selected and marked and a test program initiated
which will monitor surface water impact from the landfill. Sheet metal disposal, burning prac-
tices and controls, and litter were also addressed and peirtial progress made in solving these
problems and work will continue in 1983. Landfill hours were shortened due to low usage in
early morning and to obtain a small cost savings to the town. We are coordinating those ac-
tivities which are appropriate with Dublin Conservation Commission representatives as our
landfill is surrounded by water from the Brush Brook System which must be protected.
We believe that with careful landfill management practices, we can obtain one additional ex-
tension of 12-18 months from the State, which would require further excavation when the ex-
isting area is full. However, it is clearly evident that our landfill life is limited and continuation
beyond 2-3 years is geographically and environmentally infeasible and would in all likelihood
be vigorously resisted by the State.
The most realistic solution is the transfer of organic material in either loose or compacted
form out of Dublin, either by the town or through contracted private services. Brush, metal,
tires and building rubble will continue to be handled by the landfill. The Southwest Region
Planning Commission, which is chartered to develop a long term solution to solid waste prob-
lems and which Dublin is a member, seems to favor regional incineration at this time. We do
not consider Dublin a likely or desireable regional incineration point due to limited available
land and the proximity of residential homes to the landfill.
We anticipate that the transfer capability must be in place by 1984-85, and we recommend
that capital reserve consideration be authorized starting in 1983 to offset start-up costs. In ad-
dition, the town may elect to support segregation and recycling of selected materials which
would increase start up but potentially reduce future operating costs. In addition, we recom-
mend that funding to extend the landfill via a final excavation be authorized for use only on an
"if needed and if state authorized" basis to allow landfill continuation should the existing ex-
cavation area become full.
We plan on working in 1983 against the following objectives:
1. Maintaining the landfill until 1984/85 and encouraging State approval for a final excava-
tion through careful landfill management.
2. Careful monitoring of air and water quality potentially affected by the landfill and recom-
mending controls as needed to minimize its impact to the environment. This will be done in co-
ordination with the Conservation Commission.
3. Submitting a proposal package to the town by March, 1984, which contains recommended
plans, costs and alternatives so that the conversion from a landfill to a Transfer Station can be
started as early as 1984 if necessary.
Respectfully submitted,







TOWN OF DUBLIN PLAYGROUND
This is the seventh year of Dublin Playground. Once again, its success can be attributed to
many reasons.
Local support can certainly be listed as a major contributor. Individuals, groups of indi-
viduals, businesses, private organizations, and the Town of Dublin all helped to make it a suc-
cessful season.
Another source was the dedication and commitment of the Playground Staff who worked
hard to make a smooth transition this summer with the introduction of three new people to the
staff. Ted MacVeagh was assistant to the Director, Lynda Path was Crafts coordinator, Deb-
bie White worked specifically with the younger children, and Laura Murray assisted in athletics
and special events. Working alongside the staff everyday was Cheryl Path, and at different
times there were two other volunteers — Jim Parratt and Stephen Fontaine. The Playground is
indebted to all these people.
The most important reason would be the eagerness and friendliness of the children at the
Playground each day. Without their good attitudes and desire to make each new program
work, there would be no Playground. In the summer of 1980, a special award for the most ef-
fort and success in mini races went to Hugh Eaton and Sasha Kipka; a slightly different award
for 1981 was given out to the winners of the most Blobs in the mini races — Mehssa Barden &
Craig Peterson. This year a special award was given to two active Playground participants.
They were both 13, involved in all areas of the program and first to receive this award from all
the staff. Receiving awards for "most effort and best attitude" were Michelle Lee Knapp and
Brian James Murray.
The Playground wishes to thank Samuel Atkinson, Sarah Bauhan, Laura Brown, the Dublin
Community Church, the Dublin Community Foundation, the DubUn Oil Company the
Emanuel Church Outreach Committee, Richard Dunning, Cheryl and Lynda Path, Fontaine
Ford Sales, Stephen Fontaine, Katherine Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. Zackery Goodyear, June Ham-
mond, Steve Korpi, Judy Knapp, Jill Lawler, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lee, III, Sargeant WiUiam
S. Lee, Ahce McKenna, Mr. and Mrs. Brian McDonald, Theodore MacVeagh, Mrs. Julian
McKee, Mountain Messenger, Melora Moody, Laura Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pellerin,
Mr. James Parratt, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pratt, III, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Scribner, Pam
Snitko, Mrs. Millard Worcester, Rosamond Whitcomb, General and Mrs. I.D. White, Debbie
White, and Yankee PubUshing Company, without whom the program could not have function-
ed in the same manner.
New events introduced to the program this year were;
Obstacle Course — held twice.
DubUn Riding & Walking Club — rides and instruction for all children.
Flapdoodle Puppets Workshop.
Clown — face painting & parachute games.
Two Headed Puppet Theatre.
Dance — one with a disc jockey and the other with a live group.
Trip to New England Aquarium and the Museum of Science.
The Playground is pleased to note that it serves all children in Dublin during the summer.
This summer, the program was visited by four children from other countries. Two of these
children came from Brazil, and the other two from Spain. It was a good experience for all.
Respectfully submitted by
Dee Fontaine
Director of the Dublin Playground
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DUBLIN PUBLIC LIBRARY
Our library is a part of the Southwest Area Library Forum (ALF). Its purpose is to en-
courage information sharing and promote cooperative planning services among all types of
libraries, and to communicate with the New Hampshire Library Commission on local needs
and Statewide Library Services.
Last year an article appeared in the warrant asking the town through revenue sharing, to buy
a new motion picture projector, as the old one had worn out. Previous to any action the town
might take, the Dublin Community Foundation voted to donate one thousand dollars to buy a
new projector. The entire community, I know, shares with us in appreciation to the Founda-
tion for its munificent gift. A Bell & Howell projector with a still picture control has been pur-
chased.
The ridgeroof on the library has been replaced with 16 gauge copper, as were two replace-
ment valleys. Damaged slate was replaced. Two stone chimneys were recapped, new flashings
and waterproofing. Albert Rajaniemi, trustee, installed a safer lock on the lower door, painted
walls in the Cowing room, scraped peeling paint from leaks, from both the back stairway and
the stackroom and then repainted. He built two small bookcases.
Sunday, the Fourth of July, and on the occasion of the celebration of the Centennial of the
town hall, the library was asked to participate by exhibiting pictures of village scenes. We were
happy to be a part of the event and held open house.
The library and the Dublin Playground coordinated its film programs for seven weeks last
summer. On Wednesday morning it was not unusual to find sixty children sitting on the red
carpet in the Cowing room watching the movies. The reading program and party was a great
success with Cochrane's Bookstore donating book certificates to the winners and special book-
marks to all who participated.
In March of 1884, at town meeting, the citizens voted to establish a town library supported
by taxation. They voted to spend one hundred dollars that year. The books of the previous H-
braries had been given to the town library by then. The library housed its collection in the west
room on the ground floor of the new town hall. Mrs. Farnham's gift of our present hbrary did
not take place until 1900-1901.
The trustees and I think this occasion to be calls for recognition, and wherein we want it to
be "low keyed", what better idea than to give the library a present, the gift of newly pohshed












Meetings, workshops, etc. by librarian
1 Course in Pubhc Library Techniques by assistant Hbrarian
Our thanks to the many friends of the library for their gifts of money, books, magazines,
pictures: Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Allison, Hildreth AUison, Emily and Perry Anable, William and
Sarah Bauhan, Nancy Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. D. Cochrane, Mrs. J. Doyle, Dublin Conserva-
tion Commission, Dubhn Community Church, Ms. Else, Betsy Elder, Dee Fontaine and her
staff, Mrs. Coit Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. J. McKee, Mrs. Mary Moore, William Morgan,
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Mountain Messenger, Mrs. D. Prince, Robb Trowbridge, Mr. and Mrs. F. Von Stade, Michael
Walsh, Wendy Wakeman, Yankee, and all our unknown friends who drop books in the book-
drop!
To my assistants, Laurie Brown and Betsy Elder, and to my trustees, my deepest apprecia-
tion for all you do to make the library function.
Dorothy Worcester, Librarian
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
The Highway Department did usual plowing, sanding and salting, hauling gravel, grading
roads, and cleaning ditches. Culverts were replaced if needed.
The Oiling Project was completed on the Lake Rd., Marlboro Rd., Snow Hill and the Char-
coal Rd.
T R A was done on the Mossey again this year. A larger culvert replaced a smaller one at the
brook by the Mossey residence, and more gravel was hauled and placed. There is approximate-
ly 300 feet to be completed before reaching the town line. Hopefully this will be done in 1983.
The bridge runners on the Goldmine Rd. bridge were replaced.
This fall the roads were graded again and the brush along the sides of all roads were cut with
a tractor mower.
The bridge on East Harrisville Rd. is scheduled to be reconstructed in the Spring of 1983.
I would like to take this time to thank everyone for their help, support and cooperation dur-





I am glad to report that the Dublin Cemetery had a quiet year. The general overall upkeep is
finally under control. We can now concentrate on the plans that were authorized by the select-
men back in 1977.
Half of those plans have been completed on the north side of Carriage Lane. The second half
involves 38 lots each accommodating two graves per lot. (This size lot is our best-seller.) There
are also 8 lots which would accommodate 4 graves each.
Albert A. Schaal from Peterborough has completed the blueprints, and we hope to start cut-
ting and landfilling this year.
See you Memorial Day!
Charles S.B. Pillsbury
Superintendent of the Dublin Cemetery
REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF CIVIL DEFENSE
This year I have attended two seminars about emergency management operation procedures.
These were sponsored by the Red Cross in Keene.
Our yearly program papers have been completed and approved by the State Civil Defense
Agency and are on file in the Selectmen's Office.
Our radiological meters have been updated this past year by the State Civil Defense Agency.
In our semiannual check, we found one meter not working properly and this has been replaced.




REPORT OF SITE INSPECTOR
1982 has been an average year for building construction. We have had a slight increase in
new home construction this year.
There are new state regulations and information about these regulations is available through
the Selectmen's Office.
I would like to remind everyone that a building permit is required for any construction over
$1,000 in value.
The permits issued in 1982 are as follows:
5 new homes $300,000
14 alterations and additions 352,200
1 new barn 10,000
1 new recreational building 50,000
1 mobile home 3,500
4 new garages 37,500
Respectfully submitted,
Brian Harden
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The composition of the Conversation Commission underwent several changes during the
year. Jay Jacobs was forced to resign due to the press of other commitments; new members in-
cluded William Boozer and Marnie Bean. We extend our thanks to Jay Jacobs for the excellent
work he did during his tenure as a member of the commission.
The paragraphs which follow sketch out briefly the major activities of the commission dur-
ing 1982.
The commission met regularly, some twenty-one times in all, on the second and fourth
Tuesdays of the month.
The project to place some 158 Dublin houses (including two districts) in nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places under a Multiple Resources Listing was completed and
submitted in October. The submission has undergone an initial review and has been returned,
as is often the case, for further work. The necessary revisions are now being made, and our
goal is to resubmit the materials by Febraury 15 at the latest. This project, upon its completion,
will be a valuable asset to the town; and will, we hope, become an integral part of Dubhn's
planning procedures. The commission again expresses its appreciation to those who have given
financial support to the project, to the many volunteers who have given generously of their
time, and particularly to Bill Bauhan who continues to head up this project.
April 24 was designated tree planting day. With the help of girl scouts a number of plantings;
including oaks, willows, white birch, multiflora roses and an autumn olive; were carried out on
lower Main Street and on the conservation land on Howe Reservoir.
As has been the custom for many years, the commission sponsored a roadside clean-up day
on May 1. With help from volunteers of all ages, the town's roadsides were well covered. The
Naylors provided a picnic lunch for workers, and prizes were awarded to winners of the poster
contest at the Dublin Elementary School.
During the summer, the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests sponsored a
Youth Conservation Camp on Black Pond in Windsor, N.H. Jeff Miller and Jennifer Jackson
attended, with tuition costs being paid by the commission. Reports which Jeff and Jennifer
made upon their return made it clear that the camp did an excellent job in exposing attendees to
a broad range of conservation and natural resource management topics.
During the year commission members attended meetings of the Regional Planning Board,
the Cheshire County Conservation District and the New Hampshire Association of Conserva-
tion Commissions, and worked closely with these organizations.
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The valuable collection of glass photographic plates and photos given by Elliott and Kath-
leen Allison to the library were sorted, properly labelled and filed topically by members of the
commission.
An issue of Dublin Dirt was pubHshed in April, 1982.
The commission has continued to encourage the granting of conservation easements cover-
ing private lands in the area. Final documents covering several such easements are now being
drawn up with the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests and the Dublin Con-
servation Commission being designated as Grantees.
The Draft Environmental Impact Study relating to a possible by-pass of Dublin was analyz-
ed carefully by the commission. By letter and in its comments at the public hearing on Novem-
ber 18 the commission added to its earlier analysis of the environmental impacts of the various
routes, and as a body took the position that of the proposed routes B-3 would, in its judge-
ment, be the least damaging to the environment.
The commission is now regularly reviewing building permits, particularly those in which
steep slopes or wetlands are involved. We appreciate the cooperation of the town's Health Of-
ficer and the Site Inspector in this important aspect of our work.
We wish to thank the Planning Board and the Board of Selectmen for their help on numer-
ous occasions during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
William G. Boozer, Acting Chairman







1982 REPORT DUBLIN FIRE DEPARTMENT
The past year has been an unusually busy year for the fire department as usual with a record
breaking number of calls. We have responded to 81 emergency and 37 non emergency calls dur-
ing 1982. The breakdown of these calls is as follows: Rescue 38, mutual aid (called out of town
to assist another dept.) 12, fire calls in town 29, brush fires 2. A total of 1150'/2 hours were
spent answering these alarms. The average rescue call requires 6.35 hours, local fire 21.5 and
mutual aid 14.3 hours. The largest building fire during 1982 required 435 hours to extinguish!
New tires have been installed on 1964 International, doors scraped and painted on station,
fire hydrant project finished and all regular maintenance done on trucks and other equipment.
The 1969 Ford rescue truck purchased at 1982 town meeting was refurbished and put into ser-
vice during the fall. The truck is not new but with the installation of a 1979 cab and front end
sheet metal, complete paint job and lettering it proved to be an excellent buy. All of the special
equipment for rescue and medical needs is now kept on this vehicle. Additional equipment is
now being purchased by the Fire Company, Ladies Fire Dept. Auxiliary and donations directly
for this equipment from numerous persons and organizations. This saves the tax dollars for
other purposes and yet provides us with the necessary equipment. For this we are very grateful.
We now have 4 Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT'S) and 17 First Responders with the
department including 3 fireman's wives. A "First Responder" is a certified medical position
having Federal Dept. of Transportation required standards. The course given the "First
Responders" takes 45 hours which the EMT course requires 3 times as many hours. However,
either course enables a person to perform "on the scene" emergency medical treatment safely,
efficiently and legally. We have 4 additional people scheduled for EMT training in the spring
of 1983. My thanks to Cles Staples, Francis McKenna and Bob Kukish — three EMT's who
have helped greatly in Medical training with the department.
To provide 24 hour coverage 7 days a week with the rescue squad without having 20 people
show up to perform the work of six, a rotating schedule is used for nights and weekends when
90% of the help is always available. This provides for 2 EMT's, 4 First responders and a dept.
officer on call at all times. This also gives all medical personnel a chance at "hands on" ex-
perience.
The Dublin Fire Company (the organization of firemen with the dept.) holds its monthly
meeting on the 1st Monday of each month. At this meeting all business and training schedules
are set up for the month. The company has now begun a rotating work schedule of regular
truck, radio and equipment checks each week on a monthly schedule. This not only keeps a
watch on all equipment for operation, maintenance and being kept clean but gets every person
in the department involved with all equipment. Radio and equipment check are done every
Sunday morning — other details are spread out at other times. Three drills are scheduled every
month — 2 fire training and 1 medical and rescue. Due mostly to the great amount of time
spent on state required medical and rescue training, some dept. members found it difficult to
attend enough fire drills. As a result, beginning Nov. 1, 1982, all dept. members began a re-
quired (by the Chief) 90 day refresher training course which has gone very well at this point.
Every fireman must attend at least 1 drill each week for this 90 day period. The regular dept.
training is divided into 15 separate categories to be covered. 1945 hours were spent by the 30
firemen during 1982 in training. Nearly 800 hours were for medical and rescue training alone!
During 1983 we will return to the regular training with at least 1 required drill attended each
month. It is hopeful that the town will vote the funds asked for to compensate the firemen for
their efforts in training. We used to think of ourselves as a volunteer dept. but with today's
training, fire alarms, medical needs and general meetings, cleaning, etc. we have rapidly grown
out of the volunteer status. 15 years ago we made 30 calls and had 12 drills — none required —
that one could volunteer for! Today a better compensation for training is in order.
For 1983 requirements — the 1964 International pumper needs extensive pump repairs on its
750 GPM Hale Pump as well as some rust repair work on front fenders and body compart-
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ments. The pump problem results from a poor design in the pump that has been a problem
since the truck was new. It cannot be patched up any longer and requires modification. The
truck is well maintained and has at least 10 years use left if taken care of now. Today's replace-
ment cost of this truck over $125,000.00 in 1964 it cost us $27,000.00. Like the rescue truck, it's
worth repairing. For those not familiar with your fire dept. you are always welcome for a visit.
Sundays is best but most Monday nights also finds someone there to show you around. There
are 6 trucks in that building — 2 engines, 1 hose pumper, 1 tanker, 1 brush truck, and now 1
rescue truck — plus hundreds of pieces of special equipment. Speaking on special equipment
— we also have 6 pieces of SCOTT breathing equipment that must have extensive modification
or replacement before July 1, 1983. A special warrant article pertains to this as well as one on
repairs to the 1964 truck.
I would like to thank the firemen for their continual support and also other town depart-
ments that we work with — especially the board of Selectmen. Many thanks to you all.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Worcester, Chief
DUBLIN POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
CHIEF: Robert N. McLean Telephone: 563-841
1
OFFICER: A. R. Lane, Jr. 563-8667
OFFICER: D. S. Whiton ' 924-7887
OFFICER: H. A. Anderson 924-3731
OFFICER: R. W. Blair 532-6037
OFFICER: P. S. Thomas 563-8664
SCHOOL CROSSING GUARD: Glenna Eaves 563-8645
EMERGENCY NUMBER 352-1100 (Mutual Aid)
The statistics for 1982 have been compiled, and seem to support the theory that increased
police patrols and visibility reduce crime. Last year was the third in which Dublin Police De-
partment has had two full time members, and the number of burglaries and serious crimes has
dropped sharply in Dublin, while they have been increasing in most communities. The current
state of the economy undoubtedly is a factor in the escalating crime statistics nationwide; we
are indeed fortunate that we have not been plagued with this problem to the same extent. We
will continue to provide the maximum level of police patrol and minimum response time com-
mensurate with the present economy's financial constraints; we do certainly appreciate the
high level of support shown this department by DubHn residents and Town Officials.
The past year has shown a continuing growth in cooperation between our adjoining town
police departments, as well as with State and Sheriff agencies. This has resulted in several
crimes being solved which involved related crimes in other communities as well as Dublin, and
on which arrests and indictments have been obtained. Citizen involvement and awareness has
also been a great help in solving and preventing crime, and again we ask that anyone observing
suspicious activity report same at once.
Motor vehicle activity remains approximately the same, with 55 accidents investigated, 27
persons injured, and no fatalities. Dublin officers arrested and prosecuted 19 operators for
Driving While Intoxicated (DWI), down from last year's 23 arrests for DWI. Many misde-
meanor offenses such as operating after revocation, reckless operation, etc., along with the
normal offenses (speeding, non-inspection, etc.) were brought before Jaffrey District or
Cheshire Superior Court. It is felt that our visibility has helped to hold the number of DWI's
down; there have been numerous Road Safety Checks, and hopefully those who might have
operated under the influence chose not to risk doing so in Dublin! As always, we urge anyone
observing such operation to notify the Police Department immediately.
We welcome Albion Lane Jr., to Dublin Police Department; "Skip" Lane is a veteran of 11
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years full time police experience, and is a NH Certified Full Time Police Officer. Skip is also a
Certified Breathalyzer Operator, Radar Operator, Fingerprint Technician, and has received
specialized training in Criminal Investigation, Accident Investigation, and has attended many
seminars on other related matters. Skip now resides in Dublin, and is well acquainted with our
community, having been a Special Officer with this department for three years previously.
With the approval and cooperation of the Selectmen, the departmental hiring policy and
employment applications were revised and updated, and a new Policy Manual was generated
and put into effect, to assure the Town of the best personnel standards and practices in the area
of law enforcement.
A warrant article for 1983 includes a request for a new cruiser, since the 1980 cruiser now in
service has reached the end of its efficient service life, having in excess of 100,000 miles on the
odometer, plus the usual idling time (at least equal to the driving time in hours) accumulated at
accidents, etc. Repairs have been frequent and costly; we are hoping that the transmission will
last until the new cruiser is received.
As always, our goal has been to provide the Town with the greatest possible coverage with
the resources available; we feel, and hope that the Town agrees, that we have done so. We wish
to acknowledge the support of the Dublin residents and Town Officers, as well as State,
Sheriff, and local police agencies; without this support we would have accomplished far less.





REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
According to State Law, the Board of Adjustment "may, in appropriate cases and subject to
appropriate conditions and safeguards, make special exceptions to the terms of the ordinance
in harmony with its general purpose and intent and in accordance with general or specific rules
therein contained." (RSA 31:66) "Ordinance" in preceding sentence refers to the Zoning Ordi-
nance adopted by the Town.
In 1982, the Board of Adjustment acted on the following:
Approved a petition for Kerwin and Maryann Mattson for a variance to construct an addi-
tion to existing log cabin closer than the 35 foot setback requirement.
Approved a petition for Norman R. Davis for a variance from the 250 foot minimum front-
age requirement for Tract I of his sub-division on Route 137.
Denied a petition for Mark B. Peterson on behalf of Carol S. Peterson for variance to re-
move existing mobile home and replace with a larger modular dwelling.
Denied a petition for Daniel and Frances O'Rourke thru their Attorney, Walter H. Sweeney,
for a variance to sub-divide their lot on Main Street due to acreage and frontage requirements.
Approved a petition for Christopher James for a variance to build an addition to his home
closer than 35 feet from existing boundaries.
Denied a petition for Jane S. Young for a variance from the 250 foot frontage requirement
for Proposal II of her Sub-Division plan.
Approved a petition for Norman Davis for a special exception to remove gravel from Tract I
of Lot 37 on Map 8 of his sub-division on Route 137.
Approved a petition for Bryan Hastingsfor a special exception to provide bed and breakfast
at his property on Howe Reservoir limited to 2 bedrooms on ground floor and that the septic
system compUes with State and Town regulations for a 6 bedroom dwelling.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas P. Wright, Chairman
Members of the Board




Thomas P. Wright, Chairman
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SIDEWALK COMMITTEE REPORT
The Board of Selectmen charged this committee with investigating the possibilities of extend-
ing the Main Street sidewalk from its western end to the Women's Club Beach — a distance of
approximately 2,450 feet.
In consultation with the New Hampshire Highway Department it was learned that this could
be done without resorting to purchasing property or gaining easements by constructing a six
foot walkway from the existing walk to the Upper Jaffrey Road (800 feet) and a ten foot walk-
way from there to the beach (1 ,650 feet). This walkway would be level with the pavement of the
roadway. The State would provide a graveled surface ready to pave. The town would be re-
sponsible for paving and marking the walkway. The committee recommends painting the walk-
way green to a width of about six feet. The cost based upon written estimates would not exceed
$23,000. The committee recommends this option.
The committee also explored a raised sidewalk and found the cost prohibitive (approximate-
ly $75,000). The additional safety factor of raising the sidewalk is at best questionable. With a
curb a skidding car would be more likely to flip on the curve. This would also seriously compli-
cate plowing in the winter. It has been suggested that a curbed sidewalk poses a potential haz-
ard for bicyclists. Finally, engineering work would be required to handle drainage problems
with no guarantee that the State would approve the project. Given the high cost and question-
able additional benefits the committee does not recommend a raised sidewalk.
When the State improved Route 101 in 1972, the base for a walkway was provided. The com-
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT














Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes






Uncollected Taxes — End of Fiscal Year:




TOTAL CREDITS $762,358.68 $148,194.72
'Overpayments are to be included as part of the regular remittance items.





Uncollected Taxes — Beginning of Fiscal Year'
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982
Town of Dublin
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes —
Beginning Fiscal Year*
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year**
Interest Collected After Sale
TOTAL DEBITS
-DR.
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
1981 1980 1979 Years
$18,124.29 $7,456.78 $662.25
45,618.01
462.19 1,106.68 1,668.22 154.36
$46,080.20 $19,230.97 $9,125.00 $816.61
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year

















$46,080.20 $19,230.97 $9,125.00 $816.61
* These sums represent the total of Unredeemed Taxes, as of January 1, 1982 from Tax Sales
held in Previous Fiscal Years.
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) held during current fiscal year, including total amount of taxes, in-
terest and costs to date of sale(s).
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TOWN OF DUBLIN
UNCOLLECTED PROPERTY TAXES 1982 LEVY YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1982
Anable, Nathaniel & Perry and Root, Alice 716.57
Anable, Emily (Perry) 752.71
Babneau, Joseph & Barbara 573.07
Bauhan, William & Elizabeth 2, 132.56
Bickford, David 566.02
Blanchette, Arthur & Edna 813.76
Blodgett, Anne B. 371 .07
Bowden, Sylvia 106.58
Brooks, Peter C. 1,374.20
Brown, Gary & Jean 803.37
Burke, Charles J. 765.50
Burnham, Curtis & Elaine 619.12
Bumham, Paul & Edith 1,193.66
Caggiani, Carlos & Maria 569.45
Carroll, John & Roger 592.92
Carroll, Robert & Caryl 217.44
Christian, Gerald & Cheryl A. 364.84
Clark, Mary B. Estate 780.73
Curran, Maurice J. Ill 1,594.94




Dennis, Edward J. Jr. &Suzan J. 626.76
Diffenderfer, Donovan E. & Reva 2,242.29
Dublin Christian Academy 4,238.66
Duddy, RoyA. 1, 398.90
Dunning, Dennis W. 382.61
Ehmann, Evan D. 1,373.48
Elder, David 639.30
Engstrom, Denman & Theresa 924.52
Fitzgerald, Kathleen 32.31
Geddes, Paul 151.49
Greene, R. Alan & Christy L. 840.21
Hagstrom, Rosemary F.
1 , 1 23 . 1
9
Hastings, Theresa 2,982.98
Henderson, Frances & Edith
1 ,030.05
Hessell, Susan M. 81.19
Hewitt, Peter M. & Luan 518.82
Hicks, Scott & Nancy 845.41
Hill, Daniel & Patricia L. 1,341.57
Hippie, Glen & Susan 1 .56
Hollingsworth, Pierce 596.52
Hotin, William & Leona (Avco Corp) 1 ,403.23
Inferrera, John & Emily 725.16
Jamgochian, Albert K. & Barbara 1 ,276.36
Jenkins, David M. & Sandra 182.85
Johnson, Loren S. & Dianne M. (Rheaume) 426.46
Kenney, Nancy D. & Kukish, Eileen 330.76
Kenney, Thomas 11.76
Kilson, Martin & Marion 555.00
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Kipka, Rovena S. 1 ,076.80
Korpi, Robert R. 807.41
LaFortune, Thomas & Judy 1 ,906.96
Landriani, Robert L. & Cheryl 486.3
1
Lang, Zoe & Mitchell, Harlan 1 ,039.60
Lanman, Thomas H. Jr. & Mary 313.78
Lee, Henry & Joan 251.57
Longacre, Thomas R. & Theresa S. 153.92
Luebkeman, Jeffry W. 953.63
Lynch , Norman P
.
4, 2 1 1 . 86
Mattson, Kerwin 148.62
Mika, Richard L. 1,866.38
Miller, William J. 86.29
Mitchell, Harlan R. & Shirley 305.94
Moore, James C. & Conway, Richard 1 ,724.93
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel 1,306.72
Morrison, Allan C. 789.18
Nannini, Carl M. & Bonnie L. 676.45
Niemela, Sanfrid & Elizabeth A. 1 ,291 .93
Papoutsy, Christos / 337.13
Peterborough Sportsmans Club 9.40
Pickford, William F. 480.98
Pinney, Allan & Beth J. 698.37
Plante, Arthur & Beverly A. 1,310.64
Preston, Kendall & Sarah 625.23
Raj aniemi, Theodore & Joan 425.52
Richards, Beverly 2,257.86
Ridabock, Peter P. & Virginia 134.85
Robinson, James C. & Christine 1 ,563 . 1
1
Simard, Raymond & Dorothy 1 ,006. 85
Sullivan, Michael J. Jr. Inc. .72
Summers, William & Faith 301 .41
Sustial Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 588.23
Tenney, Carolyn D. .20
Thomas, Realty Corp. 1 ,507.44
Toffler , Arnold & Elena 449. 32
Tutten, Denis S. 645.66
Ulam, Adam B. & Mary H.B. 418.36
Vanni, Peter 901.51
Waldrom, John F. & Robin A. 314. 89
Walker, David H. & Candace L. 953.74
Walker, Patricia C. 2,636.65

























































































































































DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
ORIGINAL TAX COLLECTOR'S WARRANT — PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect the taxes in the list herewith com-
mitted to you, amounting in all to the sum of Three hundred ninety-nine thousand five hun-
dred seventy-two dollars and sixty-one cents ($399,572.61) with interest at 12% from the First
day of July next on all sums not paid on or before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to the Treasurer of said Town on
or before the last Monday in every month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the assessment of the County, Town,
Highway and School taxes for the year 1982, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin,
and of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin, or persons and corporations
not resident therein, as made by us, the Selectmen of said Town of Dublin.





SELECTMEN OF DUBLIN, N.H.
The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that they have delivered to Anita J.
Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due form of








DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SUPPLEMENTAL TAX COLLECTOR'S WARRANT — PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect the taxes in the list herewith com-
mitted to you, amounting in all to the sum of One thousand three hundred eighty-four dollars
and ninety-seven cents ($1,384.97) with interest at 12% from the First day of July next on all
sums not paid on or before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to the Treasurer of said Town on
or before the last Monday in every month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the assessment of the County, Town,
Highway and School taxes for the year 1982, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin,
and of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin, or persons and corporations
not resident therein, as made by us, the Selectmen of said Town of DubHn.





SELECTMEN OF DUBLIN, N.H.
The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that they have delivered to Anita J.
Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due form of








DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SECOND SEMI ANNUAL PROPERTY TAX BILLING 1982
ORIGINAL TAX COLLECTOR'S WARRANT — PROPERTY TAX
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County.
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect the taxes in the list herewith com-
mitted to you, amounting in all to the sum of Three hundred forty-seven thousand four hun-
dred eighty-two dollars and seventy-eight cents ($347,482.78) with interest at 12<^'b from the
First day of December next on all sums not paid on or before that day.
And we further order you to pay the same, when collected, to the Treasurer of said Town on
or before the last Monday in every month.
The list on the following pages is a correct list of the assessment of the County, Town,
Highway and School taxes for the year 1982, upon the ratable estates in said Town of Dublin,
and of all taxes assessed on the real estate in said Town of Dublin, or persons and corporations
not resident therein, as made by us, the Selectmen of said Town of Dublin.
Given under our hands and seal, at Dublin, New Hampshire, this Twenty-eighth day of Oc-




SELECTMEN OF DUBLIN, N.H.
The Selectmen of Dublin, New Hampshire give notice that they have delivered to Anita J.
Crowell, Collector of Taxes, a correct list of the taxes, together with a Warrant in due form of








DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
ORIGINAL WARRANT
RESIDENT TAX LEVY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect on or before December first, next
following, from the several persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the Resident
Taxes in said list set against their names respectively, amounting in all to the total sum of Nine
thousand four hundred seventy dollars ($9,470.00) and on or before the tenth day of the month
following that in which collected, or oftener, pay the same over to the Treasurer as the same
are collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all Resident Taxes not paid in full on
or before December first, next, a penalty of one dollar (1.00) as incident thereto.
Attached is a correct list of all Resident Taxes assessed by us on the first day of April, 1982
against the persons named.
Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire, this Twenty-seventh day of May
in the year 1982.





DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SUPPLEMENTAL WARRANT
RESIDENT TAX LEVY 1982
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect on or before December first, next
following, from the several persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the Resident
Taxes in said list set against their names respectively, amounting in all to the total sum of
Eighty Dollars ($80.00) and on or before the tenth day of the month following that in which
collected, or oftener, pay the same over to the Treasurer as the same are collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all Resident Taxes not paid in full on
or before December first, next, a penalty of one dollar (1.00) as incident thereto.
The following is a correct list of all Supplemental Resident Taxes assessed by us on this









Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire this twenty-eight day of June in
the year 1982.







DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SUPPLEMENTAL WARRANT
RESIDENT TAX LEVY 1982
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect on or before December first, next
following, from the several persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the Resident
Taxes in said list set against their names respectively, amounting in all to the total sum of Two
hundred fifty dollars & no cents ($250.00) and on or before the tenth day of the month follow-
ing that in which collected, or oftener, pay the same over to the Treasurer as the same are col-
lected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all Resident Taxes not paid in full on
or before December first, next, a penalty of one dollar (1.00) as incident thereto.
The following is a correct list of all Supplemental Resident Taxes assessed by us on this four-
teenth day of October in the year 1982, against the persons named.
Kelly J. Davis Margaret Liszka Sherilynn Crumb
Richard Garcia Kim Miller Robert Moody
Kenneth James Richard G. Miller Scott Plante
Sue James Judith Plummer David Myott
Robin Miller Mathew L. Butler
Michael Paulin Scott Atchinson
Nathan A. Cleveland
Michael Berg Rachel Germond
David Garden Daniel Spadafora
Paris A. LeBritton Mark Holding
Barbara Moody Yvonne Swann
Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire, this fourteenth day of October
in the year 1982.






DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03444
SUPPLEMENTAL WARRANT
RESIDENT TAX LEVY 1982
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESHIRE COUNTY SS
To Anita J. Crowell, Collector of Taxes for the Town of Dublin in said County:
In the name of said State you are hereby directed to collect on or before December first, next
following, from the several persons named in the list herewith committed to you, the Resident
Taxes in said list set against their names respectively, amounting in all to the total sum of
Seventy Dollars ($70.00) and on or before the tenth day of the month following that in which
collected, or oftener, pay the same over to the Treasurer as the same are collected.
And you are further directed to add to and collect with all Resident Taxes not paid in full on
or before December first, next, a penalty of one dollar (1.00) as incident thereto.
The following is a correct list of all Supplemental Resident Taxes assessed by us on this
Thirty-first day of December in the year 82, against the persons named.
Cynthia Kaufmann John Hall Heidi Niemela
Marc Coutu Deborah Coutu William H. Kingsley
Margaret S. Cook
Given under our hands and seal at Dublin, New Hampshire, this thirty-first day of
December in the year 1982.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Holdsworth, Frederick G. Jr.























































































































































































































Moody, Charles C. Jr.
Moody, Donna M.
Moody, Kerry B.



























































































































































































































































































































Willard, Brenda J. Worcester, Delores M.
Willard, Richard C. Worcester, Jeanne
Willard, Richard Jr. Worcester, Michael M.
Wold, Christine L. Wright, Elizabeth Story
Wold, Eunice C. Wright, Georgia B.
Wold, Pierre T. Wright, Thomas
Wood, Hamilton B. Ill Wright, T. Spencer
Woodbury, Bruce M. Yeomans, Clinton
Woodward, Betty Ann Yeomans, Joan
Woodward, David Peter Young, Jane S.
Woodward, Frederick D. Young, Jand F.
Woodward, Frederick P. Young, John D.
Woodward, Linda K. Zack, Michael




Land — Improved and Unimproved 10,601,361.00*
Buildings 27,808,074.00
Public Utilities 834,420.00
Total Valuations Before Exemptions 39,243,855.00
* Reflects "Current Use" Valuations




Educational Institution Exemptions 853,930.00
Total Exemptions 1 .043,258.00
Net Valuation on Which Tax Rate is Computed 38,209,297.00
TOTAL AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES
Total Town Appropriations 390,791 .00
Total Revenues and Credits 210,739.00
Net Town Appropriations 180,052.00
Net School Tax Assessment(s) 476,430.00
County Tax Assessment 96,330.(X)
Total of Town, School and County 752,812.00
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement - 19,633.00
ADD War Service Credits + 5,600.00
ADD Overlay + 13,944.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised 752,723.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
38,209,297.00 X $1.97 per $100.00 = $752,723.00
Valuation Tax Rate
Gross Property Taxes 752,723.00
Less War Service Credits - 5,600.00
Net Property Taxes Committed 748,440.36
1982 Resident Taxes (987 @ $10.00) 9,870.00
Total Taxes Committed 758,310.36
This is to certify that information in the above Summary was taken from Official Records
and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.




We, Selectmen of DubHn, N.H. do solemnly swear that in making this invoice for the pur-
pose of assessing foregoing taxes, we had all taxable property appraised at its full and true
value and as we would appraise the same in payment of a just debt from a solvent debtor.











INVOICE AND PROPERTY TAXES
Name
Abram, John W. & Flora H.
Ackermann, Anna &
Burnett, Blanche
Albrecht, Alexander J. Jr. X
Albrecht, Alexander J. Jr.
Aletter, Werner W. &
Anne Marie B.
Aletter, Werner W. &
Anne Marie B.
Allen, Robert B. & Janice









Anable, Nathan F. & Perry
& Root, Alice A.
Anable, Emily B.
Anderson, Calvin J.
Andrews, Leigh F. & Eugenie E.





Avery, Stephen G. & Frona S.
Babneau, Clarence & Doris
Babneau, Clarence & Doris
Babneau, Clarence & Doris
Babneau, Clarence & Doris
Babneau, Joseph & Barbara
Bailey, Arnold B.
Name
Bakewell, Thomas W. & Polly O.
Ball, Joseph H.
Barden, Brian M. X
Bardis, Marion H.
Barker, William A. & Susan K. X
Barker, William A. & Susan K.
Barnes, Margaret M. & Earl D.
Bartlett, Francis E. & Gall L
Bastedo, Philip & Helen
Bauhan, Wm. L & Elizabeth F. X
Bauhan, Wm. L & Elizabeth F.
Bean, Delcie
Beaulieu, Thomas & Margaret
Beauregard, Charles & Sons
Beauregard, Charles & Sons
Beauregard, Charles Estate
Beauregard, Charles Estate
Beauregard, Wm. J. & Lorraine
Bedell, Kathrynne N.
Beech Hill Hospital Inc.
Beech Hill Hospital Inc.
Beech Hill Hospital Inc.
Beech Hill Hospital Inc.
Begley, Robert
Beispiel, Philip S. & Irma
Beispiel, Philip S. & Irma
Bell, John H. & Christina G.
Bemis, Casper C. Estate
Bemis, Eleanor B. &
Norman D. Jr.
BendzinskI, Joseph W.








Biklen, Paul F. & Anne C. X
Biklen, Paul F. & Anne C.
Biklen, Paul F. & Anne C.
Biklen, Stephen C. &
Douglas P.
Birch, David L & Louisa L
Birch, David L & Louisa L.
Birch, David L. & Louisa L.
Bivona, Charles J. Jr. & Linda C.
Black, Arlene & Marjorle
Black, Marjorle
Black, Roger & Marjorle
Blackford, Marjorle J. &
David N.





Blanchette, Arthur & Edna
Blanchette, Robert O. &
Janet L. X





c/o Harvey, Gertrude H.
Boigen, Christian &
Marianne




8.1A Peterborough Rd. 18-8
trailer
building
53A Peterborough Rd. 8-12
building
.39A Main St. 16-14
trailer
8A Peterborough Rd. 4-24
building
1.6A Church St. 16-8
building
2A Parsons Rd. 3-72
12.5A* Parsons Rd. 3-72
127A* Vi int. Dooe Rd. 4-43
127A* V2int. Dooe Rd. 4-43
building
2A Old Marlboro Rd. 1-11
103A* Old Marlboro Rd. 1-11
65A* Old Marlboro Rd. 1-16A
building
6.3A Learned Rd. 2-5A
building
1.03A Bonds Corner Rd. 7-67
building
.58A Bonds Corner Rd. 7-64
6A Bonds Corner Rd. 7-68
building
2.26A Monument Rd. 19-6
building
4.1 A Hancock Rd. 8-36
building
4A Marlboro Rd.




4.8A Vz int. Marlboro Rd. 6-59
building
2.07A Monument Rd. 19-1
building
5A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 8-3D
2.8A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 8-3C
building
4.8A Vz int. Marlboro Rd.
17A* Old Troy Rd. 1-7B
18A Valley Rd. 4-70A
21A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-49
building








Boutwell, John & Marcia X
Bowden, Sylvia T.
Bowman, David N.
Bowman, Eugene U. &
Marion R.




Brening, Mark C. & June C.
Britton, Frances
Britton, Robert A. & Jane
Britton, Robert A. & Jane
Brooks, Peter C. X
Brooks, Peter C.
Brown, Christopher N.
Brown, Donald & Janice L X
Brown, Gary & Jean M.
Brown, Robinson O. &
Rowena R.
Buck, Richard A. X
Buck, Richard A.
Bullard, Dexter M. &
Louisa A.


























Burnham, Paul & Edith X
Burnham, Paul & Edith
Burt, Charles L. &
Phyllis S.





Cabot, T. Handasyd &
Thea Brush





Caggiani, Carlos A. &
Maria I.
Cambre, Phyllis
Cameron, Richard & Jessie
Campbell, Henry A. &
Nancy E. X
Cardin, Paul H. & June V. X
Cardwell, William A. & Edith
Carleton, Peter F.
Carleton, Peter F.






22.3A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-53
building
2A off Marlboro Rd. 5-55
37A* off Marlboro Rd. 5-55
30A* off Marlboro Rd. 5-54A
.6A Marlboro Rd. 5-50B
building
3.6A off Marlboro Rd. 5-51
76.4A* off Marlboro Rd. 5-51
118A* Marlboro Rd. 6-66
.9A* Marlboro Rd. 5-50B
building
55A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-54
10.7A Windmill Hill Rd.
building
.25A Main St. 16-36
building
.53A Stone Pond 20-41
building
7A Goldmine Rd. 4-33
building
151A Vz int. Snow Hill 6-18
6A V2 int. Snow Hill 6-17
.01A Vi, int. Lakeshore 10-16
1.8A E. Harrisville Rd. 7-39A




Carroll, John J. & Roger K.
Carroll, Robert F. &
Caryl A.
Carter, Fred D. &
Marijke Deboer
Carter, Wayne & Marjorie W.
Carter, Wayne & Marjorie W.
Carter, Wayne & Marjorie W.
Carter, Wayne & Marjorie W.
Catlln, Loring
Cayford, James P. & Nancy G.
Cayford, James P. & Nancy G.
Chamberlain, Herbert R. &
Shirley
Chapin, Lilian A.






Clark, Mary Brush Estate
c/o Hill & Barlow
Clark, Mary Brush Estate
c/o Hill & Barlow
Clark, Mary Brush Estate
c/o Hill & Barlow
Clark, Mary Brush Estate
c/o Hill & Barlow
Clark, Ruth G.
Clark, Ruth G.




Close, E. Harry &
Bourne, Luette C.
Close, E. Harry &
Bourne Luette C.
Close, E. Harry &
Bourne, Luette C.





3A Bonds Corner 8-22
building
3.75A Peterboro Rd. 8-19
building
.5A Marlboro Rd. 5-42
building
2.7A Charcoal Rd. 5-56B
building
4A Old Marlboro Rd. 5-69
45A* Old Marlboro Rd. 5-69
2.76A* Old Marlboro Rd. 5-68
12.1A* Old Marlboro Rd. 5-70
building
10A Lake Rd. 13-7A
building
2.67A Boulder Dr. 21-38
3.39A Boulder Dr. 21-40
building
1.38A Bonds Corner Rd. 8-28A
building
9.5A Old Troy Rd. 6-2
building
2A Upper Valley Rd. 4-78C
building
.39A Stone Pond 20-32
26.45A Lake Rd. 6-12A
51.75A* Lake Rd. 6-12A
.78A* Lake Shore 9-3
building
3.2A Pierce Rd. 7-11
18.5A off Monument Rd. 7-20
building
.27A Lake Rd. 10-2
building
.03A Lake Shore 15-4
5A* Vi int. Monument Rd. 7-27
4A Vi int. Cobb Meadow Rd. 7-32
building
8.4A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-10B
building
2A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-3A
22A* Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-3A
building
5A %o int. Upper Jaffrey Rd. 2-4
239A* %o int. Upper Jaffrey Rd. 2-4
building
2A %o int. Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-4







Close, E. Harry &
Bourne, Luette C.
Clukay, Harold & Isabel X
Cochrane, Douglas G. Jr. &
Eleanor X
Colbert, Edward M. &
Dorothy T.
Conley, Helen B. X
Contoocook Valley School District
Cook, Charles T. & Aline S.
Cooley, Arthur P. & Nancy M.
Shore, F.J. & P.O.
Cooley, Arthur P. & Nancy M.
Shore, F.J. & P.B.
Cormack, Robert H.
Cormack, Robert H.
Coutu, Albert A. & Aline B.
Coutu, Albert A. & Aline B.
Coutu, Albert A. & Aline B.
Coutu, Albert A. & Aline B.
Coutu, Albert A. & Aline B.
Crafts, William M. & Judith W.
Craig, Robert &
Stone, James
Crocker, Augustus T. & Julie S.
Crocker, Augustus T. & Julie S.
Crocker, Augustus T. & Julie S.
Crocker, Lyneham Trustees
Kendall, F. Mills Esq.
Crocker, Lyneham Trustees
Kendall F. Mills Esq.
Crocker, Lyneham Trustees
Kendal F. Mills Esq.
Crocker, Lyneham Trustees
Kendal F. Mills Esq.
Cross, Henry B. Jr.
Crossley, Edmund & Nellie A. X
Crossley, Edmund & Nellie A.
Croteau, Mertie




24A* %„ int. Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-4
building
4.2A Hancock Rd. 8-50A
building
3.15A Boulder Dr. 21-9
building
5.8A Old Marlboro Rd. 5-71A
building
.8A Cowing Ln. 7-59
building
1.3A off Old Harrisville Rd. 6-48
60A* Old Troy Rd. 1-5






















c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club
c/o David E. Howe, Pres.
Dublin Lake Club















































n. Town of. Selectmen's
n, Town of. Selectmen's
n, Town of, Selectmen's
n, Town of, Selectmen's
n, Town of, Selectmen's
n, Town of. Selectmen's
n, Town of. Selectmen's
n, Town of, Selectmen's
n. Town of. Selectmen's
n. Town of. Selectmen's
n. Town of, Selectmen's
n. Town of, Selectmen's
n, Town of. Selectmen's
n. Town of, Selectmen's
n. Town of. Selectmen's
n. Town of, Selectmen's
n, Town of, Selectmen's




Dunning, Dennis W. X
Dupree, Philip C. & Annabelle X
Dupree, Philip C. & Annabelle
Dupree, Philip C. & Annabelle
Duval, Yvan J. P. & Linda
Eaton, Fredrick & Justine
Eaton, Fredrick & Justine
Eaton, Hugh M. & Gay
Eaton, Hugh M. & Gay
Eaton, John M.






building — Gate House 6-45
27A Upper Ski Tow 6-38
.03A Lake Shore 15-7
2.5A New Harrisville Rd. 6-37A
building
.5A New Harrisville Rd. 16-25
building
.4A New Harrisville Rd. 16-27
.54A New Harrisville Rd. 16-28
ce .58A Church St. 16-9
ce 6A Burpee Rd., 2-11
ce 12.5A Church St. 6-35
ce 79A Bonds Corner Rd./Garage 7-70
ce 6.75A Marlboro Rd. 5-49
ce .06A Lake Shore 12-9
ce 1.99A Old Common Rd. 15-15
ce 7.56A Cemetery 15-16
ce Town Hall & Lot 16-10
ce Library & Lot 16-11
ce Fire Station & Lot 16-34
ce .18A Bonds Corner Rd. 7-65
ce 17A Flowage Marlboro Rd. 5-56A
ce 9A Marlboro Rd. 5-1 7A
ce .63A Main St. Clubhouse/Lot 17-21
ce 24A Goldmine Rd. 4-34
ce 41 A Howe Reservoir 5-43
ce .23A Main St. Hist. Soc. BIdgs. 16-46
building
.38A Lake Frontage 15-12
building
2.4A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-14D
2.4A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-1 4C
building
.5A E. Harrisville Rd. 7-43
building
62A Old Peterboro Rd. 8-15
16A Route 101 4-16
23A Peterboro Rd. 4-18
building
.75A Old Peterboro Rd. 4-20
building
46A Old Harrisville Rd. 6-55
3.7A Old Harrisville Rd. 6-56
building
10.8A Old Troy Rd. 2-1
building
2A Old Troy Rd. 1-7
building
3.2A Old Troy Rd. 2-1C
building
.18A Marlboro Rd. 14-17














Eaton, Luette S. &
VonStade, Susan R.
Eaves, Alton C. & Jean A.
Eaves, Howard B. & Jean L.
Edelkind, Harvey A. & Judy C.
Edelkind, Harvey A. & Judy
Eaves, Russell & Glenna
Eaves, Russell & Glenna
Eaves, Russell & Glenna
Edick, Robert L & Mary J.
Ehmann, Evan D.




Ellison, Milton & Phillis
Emmanuel Church
c/o Edward F. Whitney
Engstrom, Denman B. & Theresa M.
Exel, Richard & Leecia M.
Fairbanks, Leon F.
Fairbanks, Leon F.
Fairfield, Romeo & Beatrice
Fales, George L. Jr.
Fallow, Elise H.
Fallow, Elise H.
Farnsworth, William & Jean
Faulkner, Lois A.
Faulkner, Lois A.
Faxon, Henry Hardwick Jr.
8.5A off Old Harrisville Rd. 6-59E 2,900 2,900
building
Name
Ferranti, Charles F. & Dorothy
Field, David A. & Brenda J. X
Fitzgerald, Kathleen
c/o Francis X. Quinlan
Fitzpatrick, Donald L & Flora F.
Fletcher, Georgia
Florre, Ronald A. & Carol A.
Foley, Forrest & Dorothy













Gagnon, Wilfred & Joyclyn
Garland, Ursula
Gauthier, Raymond & Pauline >
Geddes, Paul
Geisel, Robert C. & Jean C.
Germain, Edward B. & Sara W.
Germain, Edward B. & Sara W.
Germain, Edward B. & Sara W.
Giaimo, Fred J. & Deborah D.






















Hastings, Theresa A. &
William B. Jr.
Hastings, T. Mitchell & Margot L







Heckman, Richard & Mary M.
Henderson, Barclay G.S. & Minako
Henderson, Faryl F.
Henderson, Frances & Edith
Herman, Mark N. & Ronnie S.
Hassell, Susan M.
Hewitt, Peter M. & Luan
Hicks, Scott & Nancy X
Hicks, Scott & Nancy
High Standard Inc.
Hill, Daniel N. & Patricia L
Hippie, Glen H. & Susan J.
Hippie, Glen H. & Susan J.
Hoeppner, Arlene
•^Jame
Holdsworth, Frederick & Louise
Hoiiingsworth, Pierce
Honlola, Edwin D. & Cynthia S.
Hopkins, Timothy & Clyde
Hopkins, Wayne H. & Jane B.
Horn, Francis L. & Lorraine B.
Horner, Joseph
Hotin, William R. & Leona M.
Hughes, John T. Jr. & Jean S.
Hunt, Wayne J.
Hussey, Forrest A. & Ruth C.














Jamgochian Albert K. Jr. &
Barbara
Jamgochian, Albert K. Jr. &
Barbara
Jamgochian, Albert K. Jr. &
Barbara





3.6A Windmill Hill Rd. 3-60A
159.5A Peterboro Rd. 8-16
7.3A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-1OA
building
2.02A Page & Craig Rds. 3-32A
building
48.8A Hancock Rd. 8-50
building
15A Valley Rd. 4-81
building
4A Gerry Rd. 7-55
building
.92A Old County Rd. 17-26
building
10A Old Marlboro Rd. 1-14
building
6.75A Marlboro Rd. 5-28
19A Marlboro Rd! 5-27
building
5A Old Marlboro Rd. 1-9
3A* Old Marlboro Rd. 1-9
building
6A Church St. 6-30
2A Church St. 6-31
.13A Church St. 6-32
building
1.5A Goldmine Rd. 4-32
building
1A Old Common Rd. 15-19
3.6A Stone Pond 5-71
C
building
6A0ld Marlboro Rd. 5-71B
building
2.5A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-1 3B
building
4.2A Lake Rd. 10-29
building
.05A Lake Shore 10-1
building
4.5A Old County Rd. 7-16
4A Pierce Rd. 7-1 60
building
.5A off Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-12
2.4A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-14
2.4A Upper Jaffrey Rd. 3-14B
building
2.7A Dooe Rd. 4-45A-II
building
2A rear Korpi Rd. 3-41










Johansson, Kenneth & Elma
Johnson, Charles & Clara X
Johnson, Charles & Clara
Johnson, F. Coit & Holly E.H. X
Johnson, F. Colt & Holly E.H.
Johnson, Loren S. & Dianne M.
Johnson, Roy A. & B. Lorraine
Johnson, Roy A. & B. Lorraine
Johnson, Roy A. & B. Lorraine
Joki, Ronald W. & Barbara R.
Jolley, Elmer C. & Jean D.
Jones, James W. & Patricia
Jost, Willard H. & Carol Ann
Kauppi, Tauno & Jane S.
Kauppi, Tauno & Jane S.
Kelly, Edmond C. & Christine S. X




Kennelly, Ellen Lee B.
Kennelly, Ellen Lee B.
Kennelly, Ellen Lee B.
Kenney, Nancy D. & Kukish, Eileen
Kenney, Harry E. & Constance S.
Kenney, Harry E. & Constance S.
Kenney, Thomas
Kilson, Martin & Marion
King, Elizabeth A.
Description
1.3A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 4-7
building
2A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-48
14A* Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-48
3A Monument Rd. 7-25









Kisluk, Zygmunt & Julie E.
Knapp, Stephen F. & Judith A.
Knight, Frank E. & Elaine F.
Knight, Frank E. & Elaine F.
Knight, Gordon R. & Adele R.
Knight, Gordon R. & Adele R.
Knight, Robert & Bernadette X
Knight, Henry L
Kokinakis, Louise D.
Korpi, R&L Real Estate Inc.




Korpi, Sarah & F. Reuben
Koskela, Otto A. & Pearl R.T.
Koskela, Otto A. & Pearl R.T.
Koskela, Otto A. & Pearl R.T.
Kraichnan, Robert H. & Carol G.
Kraichnan, Robert H. & Carol G.
Kraichnan, Robert H. & Carol G.
Krogman, Robert & Mary X
Kukish, Robert M. & Suzan
Kulick, Anne C. & Albert S.
LaBarre, Leonard & Vona
LaBarre, Leonard & Vona
LaBrie, Muriel & Eleanor C.
Name
LaFlamme, Lawrence S. & Linda X




Lamontagne, Ronald W. & Cathy S.
Lamoureaux, Leo & Norma
Landriani, Noel & Evelyn W. X






Lang, Zoe & Mitchell Harlan Jr.
Lanman, Thomas H. Jr. & Mary
Lanteigne, Carlton D. & Barbara X
Lapinsky, Albert & Eleanor X
Lapinsky, Albert & Eleanor
Latchis, Eugenia K. X
Latchis, Eugenia K.
Latchis, Eugenia K.
Latti, Richard & Marian X
Latti, Richard & Marian
Law, Howard G. & Sally B.
Lee, Henry & Joan
Lee, Henry & Joan
Lehmann, Nancy M.
Lehmann, Nancy M.
Lehmann, Paul W. Trust
Lehmann, Paul W. Trust
Name
i
Lewandowski, Joseph & Ida
Leyden, Peter M. &
O'Grady, Mary V.
Lindeman, Warren B. & Edna M.
Lindeman, Warren B. & Edna M.
Lindgren, Phyllis C.
Lindhe, Richard & Betty
Link, Emily Putnam
Loftis, John C. Jr. & Nevins Anne
Longacre, Thomas R. & Teresa S.
Long, John K. & Maye L.
Long, John K. & Maye L.







Mackey, W.J. & Catherine E.
MacVeagh, Charles P.
MacVeagh, Louise Thoron
c/o Mrs. V.I. Toumanoff
Mann, Patricia
c/o State St. Bank & Trust
Mann, Patricia
c/o State St. Bank & Trust
Marchand, Rene
Marlowe, Mary A.
Marriner, Thomas E. & Cynthia D.
Marriner, Thomas E. & Cynthia D.
Marstaller, August F. & X
Plummer, Pauline
Marstaller, August F. &
Plummer, Marguerite & Levere
Marston, Frederick R. Jr.





McClellan, Henry & Mary




McKenna, Francis E. & Patricia A.
McKenna, Francis E. & Patricia A.
McKenna, Frank & Alma
McKenna, John J. & Alice F.
McKenna, John J. & Alice F.
McKenna, John J. & Alice F.
McLean, Ernest Jr. & Alene X
McLean, Lillian X
McLean, Robert N. & June M. X
McLellan, Hope A.
McQuillen, Robert X
Meath, James & Mary
Meehan, James F. & Lois A.
Meryman, Dorothea
Meryman, Dorothea
Mika, Richard L., Country Living
Mika, Richard L., Country Living
Miller, Paul A. & Nancy D.
Miller, Thomas G. & Linda
Miller, William J.
Miner, Doris
Mitchell, Harlan R. & Shirley
Monadnock Conservation Assoc,
c/o Orr & Reno PA
Name
Monadnock Conservation Assoc.
c/o Orr & Reno PA
Monadnock Conservation Assoc.
c/o Orr & Reno PA
Monaghan, Dennis G. & Sharron X
Monaghan, Dennis & Sharron
Monaghan, Dennis & Sharron
Moody, Charles Jr. & Angelina
Moody, Charles Jr. & Angelina
Moore, Audrey Ann
Moore, F.H. & Toye, M.E.
Moore, F.H. & Toye, M.E.
Moore, James C. &
Conway, Richard W.
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel
Challenge Resources
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel
Challenge Resources
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel
Challenge Resources
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel
Challenge Resources
Moore, James C. & Griffin, Daniel
Challenge Resources






Murray, Roger W. & Yvonne E.
Nannini, Carl M. & Bonnie L
Nashua Valley Council Inc.
Boy Scouts of America
Nashua Valley Council Inc.
Boy Scouts of America
Nashua Valley Council Inc.
Boy Scouts of America
Nashua Valley Council Inc.
Boy Scouts of America
Nashua Valley Council Inc.
Boy Scouts of America
Name
Naylor, Rosanna
New England Forestry Found.
N.E. Telephone & Telegr. Co.
A.W. Ekiand DIst. Mgr.
N.E. Telephone & Telegr. Co.
A.W. Ekiand DIst. Mgr.
New England Woodenware Corp.
NH State Fish & Game Dept.
New Hampshire, State of
State Tax Commission
New Hampshire, State of
State Tax Commission
New Hampshire, State of
State Tax Commission




Nielsen, Elden A. & Marjorie E.
Nielsen, Elden A. & Marjorie E.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, Carl S. & Marsha W.
Niemela, John R. Jr. & Jo Ann
Niemela, John R. Jr. & Jo Ann
Niemela, Sanford E. & Elizabeth A.
Oja, Willard & Linda X
Olsen, Clarence W. & Marian C.
Olson, Frans O. & Mary Denise X




Plante, Arthur L & Beverly A.
Plimpton, Warren
Plimpton, Warren
Pfummer, Levere & Marguerite X
Poisson, Joseph & Anna
Pool, Elizabeth X
Pool, Elizabeth
Pratt, Herbert G. & Isabel W.
Pratt, Herbert G. & Isabel W.
Pratt, Herbert G. & Isabel W.
Pratt, Herbert G. & Isabel W.
Pratt, John & Elsie X
Pratt, Richard T. & Bette X
Preston, Kendall & Sarah
Preston, Kendall & Sarah
Preston, Kendall & Sarah
Pritchard, James G. & Laurel
Prince, Donough, Jeanne L X
Prince, Donough & Jeanne L
Provost, Armand F.
Public Service Company of
New Hampshire
Public Service Company of
New Hampshire
Pumpelly Trustees
c/o Mr. P.VJ. Trumbull
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust
Name
David F. Putnam 1956 Trust






Rajaniemi, Paul & Mary X
Rajaniemi, Paul & Mary
Rajaniemi, Theodore E. & Joan
Raleigh, John J. & Edythe A. X
Raymond, Martha M.




Reilly, Edward T. & Ann-Marie
Reilly, Edward T. & Ann-Marie
Reiss, John L & Lois F.
Reiss, John L. & Lois F.
Reiss, John L. & Lois F.
Renner, John
Rice, Thomas & Yvonne
Rice, Thomas & Yvonne
Rice, Thomas & Yvonne
Rice, Thomas & Yvonne
Richards, Beverly B. X
Richards, Tudor & Barbara
Ridabock, Peter P. & Virginia Hale
Rieseler, Frederick & Nancy A.





Ruegg, Thomas A. & Jean K.
Saari, Annie
Name
Saari, Jacob & Eeva
BTS Trust
Lorna S. Trowbridge TR
BTS Trust
Lorna S. Trowbridge TR
BTS Trust
Lorna 8. Trowbridge TR
BTS Trust
Lorna S. Trowbridge TR
Sangermano, Joseph Jr. &
Christine E.






Scribner, Richard & EInora X
Scully, Daniel V.
Sedlewicz, Eugene & Jacqueline W.
Sewall, John O.B.
Sewal, John O.B.
Sharkey, Robert V. & Eve P.
Shed, Helen B.
c/o Mr. E.B. Freeman
Shonk, Peter M.
Silverthorne, Eugenia Latchis
c/o Eugenia K. Latchis
Silverthorne, Eugenia Latchis
c/o Eugenia K. Latchis
Silverthorne, Eugenia Latchis
c/o Eugenia K. Latchis
Simard, Raymond A. & Dorothy A.
Simmons, Richard D.
Simonds, Everett & Alice
Sirois, John & Lucia
Sirois, John & Lucia
Smith, Leroy F. & Ramona E.
Smith, Robert & Junnie
Smith, Stephen
Snitko, Walter & Pamela C.
Description
1A Korpi Rd. 3-44A
building
.35A New Harrisville Rd. 16-21
9A Pierce Rd. 7-1 3
A
building
1.1A New Harrisville Rd. 16-31
56A Old Harrisville Rd. 6-52
building
3.5A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-56
building
2.7A Spring Rd. 8-42
building
1.5A Hancock Rd. 8-39
14A* Hancock Rd. 8-40
6.19A Parsons Rd. 3-68
5.04A Parsons Rd. 3-688
building
16A Main St. 17-11
building
3.25A Hancock Rd. 8-48
building
8A Charcoal Rd. 5-56C
6A Valley Rd. 4-82
building
3.4A Old Common Rd. 6-46
16A* Old Common Rd. 6-46
building
8.4A Main St. 17-9
building
6.75A Snow Hill Rd. 6-27
building
6A Old Troy Rd. 6-1
building
1.3A V« int. Meryman Rd. 14-14
building
1.5A V4 int. Meryman Rd. 14-13
.11A Va int. Marlboro Rd. 14-8-9
building
3A Bonds Corner Rd. 8-30
48A* Parsons Rd. 3-76
.37A Stone Pond 20-44
building
46A Goldmine Rd. 4-9
5A Goldmine Rd. 4-42
building
3.12A Boulder Dr. 21-13
building
2.07A Monument Rd. 19-1A
13A Charcoal Rd. 5-46
building
















for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH
for Protection of NH





















Splker, Samuel R. X
Springwell Enterprises
'Springwell Enterprises









Sullivan Inc., Michael J. Jr.
Sullivan Inc., Michael J. Jr.
Sullivan Inc., Michael J. Jr.
Summers, David B. & Charles L. &
Frank H.
Summers, Wilhelmina & John
Summers, William M. & Faith B.
Sundstrom, Frederick L.
Sundstrom, Michael C. & Edith C.
372A Old Troy Rd. 1,-6
585A Monadnock Mt. 2-17
238A off Old Troy Rd. 2-1 a
97A* Old Chesham Rd. 6-63
4A* Marlboro Rd. 6-64
178A* Marlboro Rd. 6-68
22.6A* Charcoal Rd. 5-56
building
2.38A Boulder Dr. 21-11
4.5A Boulder Dr. 21-12
building
2.5A Old Marlboro Rd. 1-16B
21.5A Dooe Rd. 4-49
67.5A* Old Marlboro Rd. 1-16B
building
71.8A Lake Rd. 6-12
124.5A* Lake Rd. 6-12
81A Pierce Rd. 7-11A
building
2.16A Old Marlboro Rd. 9-1
9.4A Lake Rd. 9-4
1A Shore Lot 9-2
3.72A* Shore Lot 9-2
25A* Lake Rd. 9-4
building
50.9A Parsons Rd. 3-73
2.2A Peterboro Rd. 7-57
17A Peterboro Rd. 7-58
building
6.75A Monument Rd. 17-17
building
18A Old Harrisville Rd. 6-51
building
.1A Lake Shore 14-10
building
3A Dooe Rd. 4-67A
building
.4A Lake Shore 13-1
building
2A Old Troy Rd. 1-1
327.5A* Old Troy Rd. 1-1
building
6.7A Valley Rd. 4-51
5.6A Valley Rd. 4-51A
.25A Valley Rd. 4-50
77A Peterboro Rd. 7-50
building
48A Peterboro Rd. 7-51
20A Gerry Rd. 7-54
5A Marlboro Rd. 5-14
building







Sundstrom, Michael C. & Edith C.
Sundstrom, Michael C. & Edith C.
Sundstrom, Norman E. & Shirley I.,
Norman E. Jr. & Sarah M.
Sundstrom, Norman E. & Shirley I.,
Norman E. Jr. & Sarah M.
Sundstrom, Norman E. & Shirley I.,
Norman E. Jr. & Sarah M.
Supry, Maurice M. & Chesterine A.
Supry, Maurice M. & Chesterine A.
Swanson, Maynard W. & Miriam H.
c/o Cormack
Swanson, Maynard W. & Miriam H.
c/o Cormack
Sweet, Robert W. Jr. & Joy A.
Swift Water Girl Scout Council Inc.
Switzer, Paul E. & Margaret C. X
Switzer, Paul E. & Margaret C.
Systial Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Taplin, Benjamin H. X
Tastula, Lillie C.
Tastula, Lillie C.











Thomashow, Mitch & Cindy
Thorndike Pond Conservation
Assn. Inc.
Thoron, Grenville C. & Gray
Thrasher, Norman
Tielinen, Charles & Sylvia
Tielinen, Charles & Sylvia
21A* Chesham Rd. 5-3
12A* Marlboro Rd. 5-12
trailer 5-11
126.5A* Chesham Rd. 5-11
Xbuilding
14.5A Chesham Rd. 5-11
building
.28A stone Pond 20-13
.07A Stone Pond 20-15
building
2A Burpee Rd. 2-12
43A* Burpee Rd. 2-12
building
2.2A Old Troy Rd. 1-8A
132A Marlboro Rd. 5-22
building
2A Lake Rd. 6-11
A
10A* Lake Rd. 6-11
A
building
4.2A Main St. 17-12
building
43.3A Windmill Hill Rd. 3-64
building
4A Korpi Rd. 3-45
2A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 4-3
2A off Bonds Corner Rd. 7-66
building
2A Windmill Hill Rd. 7-8A
12.6A* 7-8A
building
.05A Vi int. Marlboro Rd. 14-5
building
.05A Vi int. Marlboro Rd.14-5
11A E. Harrisville Rd. 7-44A
2.16A Boulder Dr. 21-36
2.03A Boulder Dr. 21-37
2.63A Boulder Dr. 21-44
2.25A Boulder Dr. 21-45
2.93A Boulder Dr. 21-46
building
5A Windmill Hill Rd. 3-61C
Dam & Flowage Rights 3-21
building
5.3A Snow Hill Rd. 11-6
building
.25A Marlboro Rd. 5-40
building
5A Lower Jaffrey Rd. 3-51






tiellnen, Charles & Sylvia
Toffler, Arnold & Elena
Toffler, Arnold & Elena
Townsend, Mary Ann





Uhlig, Thomas J. & Jeanette
Ulam, Adam B. & Mary H.B.
U.S. Government
Army Engrs. Flood Control
Utiey, Frederick B. Jr. &
Barbara C.
UtIey, Frederick B. Jr. &
Barbara C.
Van Campen, Gordon E. & Alice N.
Van Campen, Gordon E. & Alice N.
Van Campen, Gordon E. & Alice N.
Van Campen, Gordon E. & Alice N.
Van Hoogen, Allen F.
Vanni, Peter M. X
Van Wyk, John Derek & Linda L. X
Van Wyk, John Derek & Linda L
Verduin, Vincent B. & Lois Ann
Von Stade, F.S. Jr.
Von Stade, F.S. Jr.
Von Stade, F.S. Jr. & Susan R. X
Von Stade, F.S. Jr. & Susan R.
Wa-Klo Inc.
c/o Ethel Kloberg
Waldron, John F. & Robin A.
Walker, David H. & Candace L







Walsh, Daniel & Ann X
Ward, James S.
Waring, George W. Jr. MD
Waring, George W. Jr. MD
Warren, Dr. Kenneth & Ann T.
Warren, Dr. Kenneth & Ann T.
Waterman, Charles R. & Harriet C.
Weis, Robert P. & Mary D.
Weis, Robert P. & Mary D.










White, Isaac Davis & Julia C. X
White, Isaac Davis & Julia C.
White, Joseph & Patricia
White, Patricia
White, William & Lillian L
Whitney, David K. & Norma





Willard, Ralph E. & Gladys B.
Name
Willard, Richard C. & Brenda H.





Wolfe, Albert B. & Beatrice E.
Woodbury, B. Mason
Woodward, Barclay J. & Patricia
Woodward, Frank
Woodward, Frank & Angelina
Woodward, Frank & Angelina










Wykeham-Fiennes, Pauline; Est. of
c/o Metcalf & Danforth
Wykeham-Fiennes, Pauline; Est. of
c/o Metcalf & Danforth
Wykeham-Fiennes, Pauline; Est. of

















Young, Mark T. & Rebecca
Owners Unknown
Owners Unknown
Notes
Notes
Notes

o t-i
